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1 Week, 2 Steps, 3 JuicesJuicing and cleansing are more popular than ever, but most programs
ask readers to avoid food and live on juice alone for days on end. Enter The Suja Juice Solution,
a groundbreaking new detox from Annie Lawless and Jeff Church of Suja. This easy-to-follow 28-
day program features a powerful 7-day jumpstart of high-energy green juices and antioxidant-
rich mini-meals designed for readers to detoxify and lose weight without deprivation. Over the 4-
week program, readers gradually increase their intake of whole, fresh foods, while learning to
crowd out unhealthy foods with nourishing juices and more balanced, healthy options. In just four
weeks, readers will beat sugar cravings, decrease inflammation, boost energy, improve skin and
drop pounds. With over 75 recipes and mix-and-match meal plans, The Suja Juice Solution is an
all-in-one resource that sets readers off on a life-long path towards improved health and
sustainable wellness.

"The Suja Juice Solution will shift your perspective from quick diets and crash juice fasting to a
holistic and sustainable approach to food choices. Get ready to start a whole new relationship
with your food and yourself. When I began incorporating organic foods and juices into my diet
my whole life changed--I lost weight, felt more energetic, my skin became brighter, and most
importantly, I knew I never wanted to go back to my old way of eating--this book will have you
feeling just as great!"--Vani Hari, activist, author of The Food Babe Way, and creator of
FoodBabe.comAbout the AuthorAnnie Lawless, Certified Holistic Health Coach and co-founder
of Suja Juice, embodies Suja's vision of healthy eating for a long, beautiful life. Annie brings
years of experience in holistic nutrition to every aspect of her life.Jeff Church, co-founder and
CEO of Suja Juice, has led Suja to become the #1 juice of its kind in the United States. During
his career, Jeff has led the acquisition and turnaround of numerous companies.
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Begin ReadingTable of ContentsPhotosNewslettersCopyright PageIn accordance with the U.S.
Copyright Act of 1976, the scanning, uploading, and electronic sharing of any part of this book
without the permission of the publisher constitute unlawful piracy and theft of the author’s
intellectual property. If you would like to use material from the book (other than for review
purposes), prior written permission must be obtained by contacting the publisher at
permissions@hbgusa.com. Thank you for your support of the author’s rights.We dedicate this
book to all the peoplewho share our passion for health, wellness,and living life to its fullest
potential, and to ourextended family that now includes—you!The information provided in this
publication, including text, graphics, and images, is provided by the authors for general
information purposes only. The information is not intended to be a substitute for professional
medical advice or as a treatment for any disease or health condition. Always seek the advice of
a physician or qualified health professional before making any changes to your diet, exercise
regimen, or lifestyle, or for questions regarding a specific health or medical condition. The views
and opinions expressed in this publication are those of the authors and other contributors and
do not necessarily represent the views of, nor should they be attributed to, Suja Life, LLC, or any
of its subsidiaries and affiliates.The information provided in this publication is provided as-is, and
all content, including text, graphics, images, and information contained within, is for general
information purposes only. Reference to any named product—or service—does not constitute or
imply its endorsement or sponsorship by any third parties, including Suja. Any reference to
named products or services is accurate, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, as of the
publication date.INTRODUCTIONJUICE ISa LIFECHANGERJuice can change your life. I know
this is true, because it absolutely saved mine.Hi, my name is Annie Lawless. I’m 27 years old
and I’m one of the happiest, most energetic, and healthiest people I know!! Yep, double
exclamation marks. I’m a certified holistic health and wellness coach, nutritional counselor, avid
yogini, and the co-founder of Suja Juice, currently the fastest-growing cold-pressed-beverage
company in the United States. My life is on the super-fast track forward and if my enthusiasm
sounds excessive or even a tad bit inflated, forgive me, but I’m just so psyched (or totally juiced,
as we say in the biz) to feel and look as good as I do today—because not so long ago, I didn’t
look or feel so hot.Let me explain. As a young girl, I suffered from really awful eczema, allergies,
chronic ear infections, and asthma. If you’re not familiar with eczema, it’s a pretty unsightly rash
where the skin becomes inflamed and irritated. And just my not-so-good luck, my eczema wasn’t
something that flared up occasionally. It appeared daily and faithfully throughout my childhood. I
remember way too many slumber parties where I’d have to sneak away to apply gloppy steroid
creams to my itchy skin. My skin condition was such a part of my everyday life, I carried tubes of
anti-itch cream on me at all times, so that I was armed in the event of attack. I made a habit of
wearing long-sleeved shirts and tights or leggings under my school uniform to hide the deep
scratches on my arms and legs. Yeah, it was gross and embarrassing, and that was just the



eczema.I was also allergic to everything, especially outdoors, where I couldn’t last five minutes
without having some sort of major reaction. I was constantly sneezing, coughing, or sniffling, and
after the steroid cream, Kleenex was my next best friend. Seriously, I was a mess.Throughout my
youth, Mom took me to the pediatrician’s office over and over again, but the only solution
seemed to be more steroid creams, inhalers, or antihistamines. While medicine often helped
initially, my faucet nose and scratchy skin always returned with a vengeance. By my preteen
years, I was so used to feeling and looking beat-up, I accepted that this was my “normal.” It’s how
I’d always look and feel, and I’d probably be on medications for the rest of my life.And then one
day I went to a new doctor who suggested that my watery eyes, runny nose, and skin rash may
actually be an indicator of an autoimmune disease. After several tests, I finally learned that I
suffer from lactose intolerance and celiac disease, an immune response to eating gluten, a
protein found in wheat, barley, and rye. Today there’s a growing awareness about this condition,
but at the time gluten intolerance was not a term as commonplace as it is now, so I recall
thinking I must be seriously ill. Am I going to die? My doctor explained that my body was
suffering from a severe inflammatory response to dairy and gluten. These substances were
acting as foreign invaders in my digestive system that my body couldn’t easily defend itself
against. In an effort to protect itself, she explained, my body was attacking itself. I had to agree—
I had the war wounds to prove it.To begin the healing process, I was instructed to remove all
gluten and dairy from my diet for one week. This meant giving up many of my favorite foods—
boxed cereal, peanut butter sandwiches, pasta, and bagels. What was I going to eat? I thought,
Yep, I’m going to die, but the opposite happened—for the first time I felt like I was actually living.
Within seven days of removing gluten and dairy from my diet, the eczema, allergies, and asthma
I’d suffered from for my entire life disappeared without a trace. No kidding—I’d never known a life
without these nasty conditions, and suddenly they were gone.I was liberated. After so many
years of suffering, I felt like I’d been handed the keys to unlock my highest health potential. I
finally understood the direct and powerful correlation between what I put into my body and how I
look and feel. For the majority of my life I’d been unknowingly eating foods that were highly
irritating to my body, and now I had the knowledge, power, and control to remove them, one by
one, and feel and look crazy-good.My fascination with nutrition was ignited and from that day
forward, I embarked on a personal health quest that changed the course of my life. Eventually, I
would become a certified health coach, holistic health practitioner, and the co-founder of Suja
Juice, but before all that I simply became an overnight health nerd, poring over books on
digestion, metabolism, and the properties of natural foods. Truly, I was the only teenager reading
Your Friendly Gut Guide over summer vacation. Like I said—an A-class nerd. But I didn’t care
because the more I learned about the basic principles of nutrition and put them into practice in
my own life, the better I felt. Based on my research, I began to develop a new diet and lifestyle
for myself where I consciously chose to remove, or “crowd out,” not-so-healthy foods and eat
only those foods that would rejuvenate my body, rather than slow it down. And that’s when juice
came into play.Because I’d spent my entire childhood unintentionally eating foods that



aggravated my system, my digestive tract was in major disrepair. The microvilli in my intestinal
lining—the finger-like projections on the surface of the intestinal cells that increase the surface
area available for absorbing nutrients—were damaged. My body could no longer properly ingest
the vital nutrients I needed for optimal health. Even though I’d severely altered my diet by
removing gluten and dairy and was consuming fresh fruits, vegetables, healthy fats, and lean
meats in abundance, I was still severely vitamin- and nutrient-deficient.Eager to change my body
and open to whatever method would get me there, I began drinking fresh, organic, nutrient-
dense juice to replenish my body with the concentrated nutrition I was lacking. What I soon
came to understand was how highly efficient juice could be for flooding the body with vital
nutrients, minerals, enzymes, phytochemicals, and antioxidants that are easily absorbed into
your system.Because juice contains very little fiber, drinking it requires very little digestive labor.
This is a good thing! Did you know that digestion is the hardest job your body does? Juice gives
your digestive tract a break from the significant energy expenditure required to separate juice
from the fiber of whole fruits and vegetables. When you drink pure juice, your body quickly and
easily absorbs all of the nutrition from the food because there’s no fiber in the way. Fiber, as
masterful as it is at regulating and cleaning your digestive tract, can interfere with your body’s
ability to absorb valuable nutrition.A medium carrot, for example, has 203 percent of your daily
requirement of vitamin A. That’s a mega dose! However, that carrot may also contain up to 3 or 4
grams of fiber that cannot be digested by your body. So when you eat that carrot, your body will
eliminate much of the indigestible fiber before it has had a chance to absorb and utilize the
valuable vitamin A locked inside.By drinking your fruits and vegetables, you can easily pack 2 or
3 pounds of nutrient-dense natural produce into one 12-ounce glass of juice. That’s a lot of
digestive enzymes, detoxifying chlorophyll, and concentrated green nutrition that the body can
absorb and benefit from without stressing the digestive tract.I’m the first to admit that I’m kind of
an extreme case, but the reality is that most of us—yourself included—could use a bit of help
when it comes to getting our digestion back on track, revving up our metabolism, and boosting
our nutrition. Over the course of your lifetime, you’ve likely indulged from time to time in heavily
processed, high-in-added-sugars, and not-so-healthy foods. You’re human, after all, and a
package of Oreos or a basket of chips can be hard for even the most disciplined to resist. You
may have also tried to counteract, or reverse, the occasional indulgence by following any
number of restrictive diets and weight-loss plans. And unless you live on a remote island or in
the far reaches of the planet, you’ve almost certainly been exposed to environmental
pollutants.All of these factors, individually and collectively, can negatively affect your digestive
tract, slow down your metabolism, and create nutrient deficiencies that may alter your overall
health and wellness. Even if you’re someone who’s always eaten healthy, and never experienced
any tummy issues that you’re aware of, your digestive system has likely still been put through a
lot. Again, this is because digestion uses the most energy of all the bodily processes. When you
think about how many times per day you eat, and how many months and years you’ve been
feeding yourself, you can begin to understand how much digestive labor that is. Your body has



been working overtime.In order to look and feel your best, at some point or another you need to
give your digestive system a much-needed break. Giving your digestive system a rest from
heavy foods, irritants, and chemicals and replacing them with simple, whole foods and nutrient-,
mineral-, and antioxidant-dense juice that can be absorbed into your system with little digestive
labor is extremely beneficial—no matter who you are. And once you’ve given your digestion a
chance to flush out the junk, rest, and repair, it can work harder for you than ever.BABY, IT’S
TIMETO SHINE!If in 7 days of modifying my diet, I felt like a brand-new version of myself, just
think how you’ll feel after losing a few bad habits and adding high-powered juice and healthier
foods to yours. Freakin’ A-mazing is the answer. Think about it—by this time next week, you, too,
can be the you that you’ve always wanted to be when you start a new job or run into your ex on
the street. It’s you when you’re killing it! I mean, who doesn’t want that, right?The health benefits
of following the Suja Juice Solution may include:• Renewed clarity, focus, and energy•
Healthier skin, hair, and nails• Faster metabolism• Easier digestion and elimination•
Increased hydration and greater flexibility• Better sleep• Reduced hunger and fewer sugar
cravings• Feeling more satisfied and full after meals• Less fat on your body than a week ago!
The health benefits of the Suja Juice Solution can be extensive and the program is based on the
simple diet and lifestyle approach I began to create for myself so many years ago to help heal
my digestive sensitivities to gluten and dairy. It’s evolved, since then, into an accessible program
that can benefit anyone, whoever you are. The program you’re about to begin hasn’t only worked
wonders for me. In fact, the Suja Juice Solution has been inspired by juice devotees of all ages,
shapes, sizes, and walks of life, including many in the Suja family who have their own
transformative 7-day stories (you’ll hear from many of them in the pages ahead), and who are
equally as passionate and as committed to helping people improve their health and nutrition,
one juice at a time.Take Jeff Church, CEO and co-founder of Suja Juice. His life did a complete
180 once he integrated juice into his life…Hi, I’m Jeff and I grew up in the Midwest where meals
traditionally consist of meat, potatoes, and more meat. When I was first approached by a
business colleague and good friend, James Brennan, to grow distribution of a line of green
juices that he believed had changed his and his wife’s lives, I said, “I don’t know. I know juice is
hot right now, but drinking it sounds like health with the punishment.” I was familiar with the juice
craze. I knew it was popular, but really, how much change could adding it to your diet bring
about? What could really happen in 7 days? James wouldn’t back down, though. At the time, we
worked out of the same office space and he’d regularly show up with bottles of earthy green,
red, and orange juices he was drinking, and I thought, No way am I drinking that stuff. But in an
effort to get him off my back, I finally tried one. Wow, it really did stop me in my tracks. I’ve always
stood firm that I’m not willing to eat something just because it’s good for me. I’ll try anything
once, but it has to taste good, too, and this bottle of juice blew me away. I actually liked it. I
thought, Well, if I can enjoy this, anyone can. What’s more, after only a few days of ditching my
coffee habit and replacing it with juice, I began to feel… younger. More energetic, more focused
at work, and like my metabolism had been given a kick in the pants. I took some home for my



wife and she soon claimed that after drinking a juice or two throughout the day, she felt more
fluid, light, and comfortable in her body. My kids started drinking it, too, and soon they were
demanding it instead of soda. This juice—it was the craziest thing.It wasn’t long before I
assumed the role of CEO of Suja, and I continue to be amazed by the transformative and
restorative power of simple vitamin- and nutrient-dense ingredients. Old habits die hard, so I’m
the first to admit that I slip up from time to time (Annie can attest to this!), and when I do eat or
drink something less than healthy, I don’t beat myself up too much about it because I know how
to quickly and easily get back on track. It typically only takes one green juice and a simple,
balanced meal before I’m feeling and looking a whole lot better. I continue to be amazed at how
these relatively simple changes to my diet have transformed me into the healthiest version of
myself. Today Suja is populated by nearly 200 people like Annie and me who share a similar
passion for health and wellness, and we’re all committed to working every day with a mission of
helping even more people like you understand how to significantly shift how you look and feel—
one juice at a time.MORE THAN JUICE!While juice is central to this 7-day program, the
refreshing news is that the Suja Juice Solution extends far beyond juice. It’s not a severe cleanse
or restrictive juice diet where you only drink liquids. This program offers you more. And by more,
we mean food! Don’t get us wrong—juice cleanses and “detoxes” have their place, and at Suja
we’ve developed several. Many of our celebrity customers love them for how they help them to
look and feel before a big premiere or strutting down the red carpet, but a juice cleanse has a
hard expiration date. Meaning, it’s not a sustainable lifestyle because subsisting on liquids alone
isn’t how real people live—let alone survive and thrive. Red-carpet moments are just that—
moments. Sooner than later, the human body not only wants to, but also needs to eat real
food.Did you know that if you’re not careful, juice only diets can rob your body of protein, leaving
you deficient in the nutrients and materials your body needs? Even more concerning is that if
you’re not consuming enough calories throughout your all-juice diet, your body will likely start
eating lean muscle instead of burning fat for energy. And you know what fat without the muscle
looks like—flab!As with other crash diets that severely limit your fat and caloric intake, the weight
you quickly lose on the most restrictive juice cleanses will almost always return to your hips,
tummy, and legs as soon as you begin to eat again. This is because you forced your body into
starvation mode where your metabolism slows down to a crawl in an effort to conserve calories
simply to keep moving. Once you start to eat real foods again, your body goes into a crazy sort
of stockpiling mode, storing those extra calories in fat cells it can live on in anticipation of your
next hunger strike. Kinda makes you rethink the reward of crash dieting, doesn’t it? We take a
different approach. The Suja Juice Solution is based on the very approaches used by many of
us to maintain and sustain general nutrition and health every day of our lives. As you might
expect, it involves a lot of kale and other mighty greens, but it’s not all about the juice because
we’re big believers in sustainable wellness—in other words, setting the foundation, day by sunny
day, for a long, beautiful, and healthy life.To help you get there, the Suja Juice Solution sets you
in motion toward establishing healthier dietary habits you can easily sustain for the next 7 days,



and for many weeks down the road. It starts with two simple steps—drink nutrient-dense juice in
combination with eating healthier whole foods. Yep, it’s that simple. Not only that, but as you
begin to consume more high-powered vegetable and fruit juice and nutrient-dense fresh foods
on a day-to-day basis, you will automatically, and perhaps even unconsciously, crave less of the
not-so-great stuff because you’re so full of what your body really wants and needs to function at
its highest health potential. It may sound too good to be true, but trust us, it happens.BELIEVE
IN YOURSELFWe’ll never forget the man who bought 30 bottles of juice on the spot when we
did our initial product rollout at Whole Foods Market in La Jolla. William, then in his mid-50s and
very overweight, approached us and explained that he was desperately looking for a plan to
overhaul his current diet and transform his general health. We suggested he begin drinking low-
sugar juices while consciously crowding out a few of his favorite not-so-healthy indulgences (his
were potato chips and French fries. What are yours? We all have ’em!) and create meals using
simple, whole foods.Fast-forward to a year later and William resurfaced at another of our product
events—but we didn’t know it was him at first. An energetic, fit man approached our table and
said, “Do you remember me? I bought 30 bottles of your juice when you first came on the
market. I became obsessed with juicing soon after that. I started making my own juice blends
every day and better managing what and how I eat. I’m within just a few pounds of my goal
weight.” We were all floored! He looked like a completely different person.Then there was Claire,
a young woman living in Seattle who was seeking a nutrition-based solution to improve the look
of her skin. We suggested hydrating and alkalizing green juice and limiting her consumption of
refined sugars. Two months later she wrote us back with an attached photo of her beautifully
clear and glowing skin. She claimed that once she cut processed sugar from her diet and began
drinking natural juice to satisfy her sweet cravings, her skin started to clear up almost overnight.
She wrote, “I finally like the face I see back in the mirror.”Finally, we love the sentiments
expressed by a good friend of the Suja family, Max Goldberg, the founder of
PressedJuiceDirectory.com and LivingMaxwell.com: “I have come to greatly appreciate and
understand that what I put into my body needs to support me on both a physical and emotional
level. As such, there is nothing that makes me feel so vibrant, happy, and energetic as starting
my morning by drinking organic juice. Juicing gives my body the essential nutrients and vitamins
that it needs to perform at its best and is critical for helping me maintain a positive and happy
outlook. In the past, I used to drink alcohol and do drugs—all to avoid life. I have since given
those things up and replaced them with organic juice, which helps me embrace life.”The
nutrients, minerals, enzymes, phytochemicals, and antioxidants found in fresh fruit and
vegetable juice and whole foods are what our bodies really need to function at their best. And
when you give your body what it truly desires, it no longer craves or holds on to what it doesn’t.
Fed the right ingredients, your body will quickly and quite easily reset itself, even in just 7
days.Part 1JUICE IS OURJUICY SECRETCHAPTER 1TheSCIENCEBEHIND theSUJA
JUICESOLUTIONBefore you start the week that will radically shift many of your current habits
and improve your health and wellness in immeasurable ways, we think it’s worth your time to



learn a bit more about many of the key health benefits of juicing and why the Suja Juice Solution
can work so well. We don’t want to bog you down with too much science and overcomplicate the
concept of juicing (after all, you’re probably anxious to get started), but by understanding how
your body reacts to what you put in it, you’ll likely be more inspired to fully embrace the program.
This knowledge will also help explain the exciting changes to your body every step of the
way.WHAT EXACTLYIS JUICING?Let’s start with the basics. Juicing is extracting the liquid from
a fruit or vegetable using either a centrifuge or a press. A centrifugal juicer involves a fast
whirring blade that shreds the produce and pushes it through a strainer, yielding the liquid and
leaving the pulp in the strainer. A press involves grinding the produce into a bag, pressing the
bag between two plates, and extracting nearly every last drop of the juice out of the pulp.No
Juicer RequiredFor our best advice on selecting a juicer, see chapter 5, Your New Kitchen Tools.
Also, we’ve included blender-friendly recipes for all the juices in the program for those of you
who don’t have, or plan on purchasing, a juicer. You can find all juice-to-blended conversions in
part 3, Recipes.Both methods of juicing are effective, but in our opinion cold-pressing is
nutritionally superior to the centrifugal method, for several reasons. First off, the fast whirring
blade in the centrifugal method draws in heat and oxygen, which can damage nutrients, kill
valuable enzymes, and cause the juice to oxidize quickly. If you use a centrifugal juicer, aim to
consume your juices immediately after juicing to avoid too much nutrient loss from oxidation. If
you use a cold press, your juice will keep for longer. Cold-pressed juice can chill in your fridge for
up to two days and will retain its deep vibrant color, rich flavor, and vital nutrient density because
it oxidizes at a much slower rate. The cold-pressing method also yields more juice than the
centrifugal method because the pulp left in a centrifugal blade is usually still wet (meaning
there’s still juice in the pulp), while the pulp left over from a cold-press juicer is usually dry—you
get nearly every last drop of goodness from the produce used. Because more juice is extracted,
fewer fruits and veggies need to be used.JUICE ISNUTRIENT-DENSEJuicing fruits and
vegetables is a highly effective way to flood the body with vital nutrients in their purest form,
including vitamins, minerals, amino acids, electrolytes, and digestive enzymes your body needs
to function optimally. This is because juice contains very little fiber. The process of juicing
separates the juice from the fiber of the plant, leaving behind the pulp that can often inhibit the
absorption of valuable nutrients by the body. When you drink pure juice, your body can quickly
and easily absorb much of the nutrition from the food you’re consuming and assimilate the
vitamins, minerals, enzymes, phytochemicals, and rich chlorophyll throughout your body. It’s also
an easy way to get more fruits and vegetables into your diet: a 16-ounce juice, without the added
water, can pack up to 3 pounds of plant nutrition that you likely wouldn’t sit down and eat at
once.Digestion, Absorption,and EliminationDigestion is the breakdown of food both
mechanically (chewing, grinding, mixing) and chemically (digestive enzymes, bile, acids).
Absorption comes next and it occurs in the small intestine, which is lined with microvilli—small,
finger-like projections that are responsible for absorbing the nutrients from your food. A food that
is very easily digested is one very easily absorbed. Fresh fruit and veggie juices fit this bill: They



are easily digested and absorbed by the body almost instantly. Once a food has been absorbed
in the small intestine, it’s assimilated—useful nutrients and chemicals are delivered into the
body’s cells. Elimination is the final stop where non-useful metabolic waste is excreted via the
kidneys, urinary tract, and colon.• Enzymes. When you consume enzyme-dense living plants,
digestion begins as soon as your food enters your mouth. By the time your food reaches your
stomach, less digestive labor is necessary, giving your body a break from the significant energy
expenditure required to break down food. Enzymes in food are destroyed by heat, so by
consuming cool or room-temperature enzyme-rich fresh fruit and veggie juices, your body
enjoys their maximum benefits.• Phytochemicals are naturally occurring compounds in plants
and some of the body’s biggest superheroes. There are thousands of phytochemicals—
including antioxidants, flavonoids, and carotenoids, like beta-carotene—in different foods we
eat. Fruit and veggie juices are extremely rich in these compounds due to their pure
concentrated plant content.• Electrolytes are substances containing free ions that conduct
electricity. All life-forms, including humans, need electrolytes to survive. Sodium, potassium, and
magnesium are three common electrolytes that muscles, including the heart, need in order to
contract. When electrolytes are imbalanced, your body is imbalanced. Water does not contain
electrolytes, but fruit and veggie juices are very rich in electrolytes and can help maintain a
healthy balance of sodium, potassium, and magnesium in the body while also providing
hydration, vitamins, and minerals.• Amino acids are the raw materials that work with enzymes
to build muscles, blood, and organs, and to produce hormones. They play a role in many body
functions and systems including digestion and assimilation of foods, cell renewal, and liver
function. Deficiencies can cause poor digestion. All juices contain easily digested amino acids,
and greens and sprouts have the highest content.• Chlorophyll is the green pigment in plants
and is a very alkaline, or neutralizing, substance. Because our bodies tend to be acidic from the
overconsumption of processed foods, dairy, coffee, soda, and sugar, alkalizing juice can help
neutralize that acidity and bring our pH levels back into balance. Chlorophyll-dense foods can
also help to relieve constipation by breaking up toxic matter in the colon.JUICE IS A
GREATNEUTRALIZERYour pH balance is the measurement between acid and alkaline in the
body. Ideally, your pH should land somewhere around 7.4, which is slightly alkaline. While it’s
most beneficial to consume both acid and alkaline foods to maintain a healthy equilibrium in the
body, the American diet is generally more acidic than alkaline, which means many of us are
experiencing a pH imbalance that can lead to any number of health problems. For example, a
pH imbalance in the body has been linked to digestive issues like heartburn, bloating, and
constipation. Not a very healthy feeling!To correct your pH imbalance and move your body back
toward a healthy equilibrium, it’s important to shift your diet toward more alkaline than acidic
foods, which is exactly what the Suja Juice Solution does. Every day, you will consume juices
that contain a concentrated dose of highly alkaline greens. You will also be eating whole-food
meals high in neutralizing fruits and veggies, healthy fats and oils, and gluten-free grains. At the
same time, you will crowd out some of the most acidic foods like dairy, sugar, soy, processed



foods, caffeine, and alcohol. Note: The aim of this program is not to alkalize your consumption
entirely, but to create meals where 75 to 80 percent of your plate is alkaline and the other 20 to
25 percent is acidic.JUICE HELPS TOFLUSH OUT WASTEThe Suja Juice Solution is designed
to reset your body to a cleaner, more balanced state by flushing out waste—processed food
residues, irritants, and pollutants that have built up, often as physical weight, over time. By
crowding out your consumption of less-than-healthy, difficult-to-digest foods and crowding in
pure, nutrient-dense juice and alkalizing whole foods, you allow your body to begin the important
process of reducing waste because, quite simply, you’ve stopped piling more junk on top of the
heap. Additionally, when the body is clean and has the nutrition it needs to function as intended,
the removal of waste and weight happens easily and naturally because the digestive organs are
supported in doing their jobs efficiently.Many of the foods that you will be crowding out over the
course of this program are considered wasteful—that is, “filled with waste”—because they
introduce into the body foreign chemicals, particles, and pollutants that cannot be digested and
eliminated properly, so they are stored in the tissues and blood and interfere with natural
processes. In particular, the elimination organs and the body’s digestion and metabolism cannot
function optimally if the body is clogged up with this stuff. Waste that sits in the intestines for too
long can lead to bloating, constipation, weight gain, and even malabsorption, where the intestine
has difficulty absorbing nutrients from food. Improperly eliminated waste can also compromise
healthy intestinal bacteria causing brain fog, sluggishness, and fatigue.The alkaline, mineral-
dense qualities of fresh, hydrating juices nourish and support the function of the digestive organs
—the pancreas, small and large intestines, gallbladder, and liver, which are all vital for
performing crucial metabolic functions in the body, including the digestion of fat. Certain juices—
carrot, for example, with its high levels of beta-carotene and numerous other carotenes like
lutein and lycopene—are especially supportive to the liver. Beta-carotene is converted to vitamin
A in the body, where it is believed to act as a potent antioxidant that attacks free radicals. Vitamin
A is also believed to reduce fat in the liver, which helps to detoxify the body.JUICE BENEFITS
YOURIMMUNE SYSTEMCertain vitamins and minerals are crucial to a healthy immune system.
These include zinc, selenium, iron, vitamins A, C, and E, folic acid, vitamin B6, and copper. A
deficiency in these nutrients, even a slight one, can impair a healthy immune response. Not only
is the typical American diet lacking in many of these key vitamins, minerals, and nutrients, but
many of the processed foods we eat (which are high in sugar, salt, unnatural fats, and
chemicals) further compromise the immune system. Juicing fresh, whole, organic fruits and
vegetables is an effective immune-supporting practice because they’re nutrient-dense; they
provide the body’s immune system with much of the nutrition it needs to respond appropriately.
Over the course of this program, you will maximize the juice that floods the body with
concentrated nutrition while minimizing foods and substances that compromise your immune
system.A Nourishing DrinkJuice itself is not a magic bullet. It does not melt away pounds or
reverse the aging process. What juice does do is nourish the body so your organs can function
properly, efficiently, and at peak performance. Fresh fruit and vegetable juices contain extremely



valuable concentrated vitamins, minerals, and enzymes that support healthy immune system
function, digestion, and metabolic functions.JUICE CURBS CRAVINGSThe Suja Juice Solution
is designed to fill you up with concentrated plant nutrition and hydration, reducing many of your
cravings for processed, oily, sugary, and salty foods. Did you know that dehydration is often
mistaken for hunger, and that in many instances, a hunger craving is the result of a vitamin,
mineral, or nutrient deficiency? For example, if you aren’t getting enough magnesium, you might
be craving chocolate. If you aren’t getting enough iron, you might be craving a burger. If you
aren’t getting enough omega-3 fatty acids, you might be craving salty potato chips. If you aren’t
getting enough calcium, you might be craving ice cream. When you nourish your body with what
it truly needs, it’s not left craving or wanting more, because it’s been properly fed. The Suja Juice
Solution uses juice to both hydrate and nourish your body with essential nutrients. Used in this
way, it becomes a powerful catalyst toward making better food choices and diminishing cravings
—most notably the craving for sugar.“Sugar” GoesBy Many NamesAgaveArtificial
sweetenersBarley maltBeet sugarBrown rice syrupBrown sugarCane sugarCarob syrupCoconut
sugarCorn syrupDate sugarEvaporated cane juiceFruit juice concentrateGlucoseHigh-fructose
corn syrupHoneyLactoseMalt syrupMaltodextrinMaple syrupMolassesOat syrup“Raw”
sugarRefined white sugarSorghumSucanatTapioca syrupTurbinado sugarSugar is America’s
biggest contributor to obesity and diabetes, and recent studies have suggested that the
chemical reactions that sugar creates in the brain are more addictive than drugs like heroin and
cocaine. The majority of us can probably attest that the more we eat the sweet stuff, the more we
want it. Unfortunately, because sugar is in so many of the foods we consume—often without our
even realizing it—this creates a cycle of addiction and overconsumption of unnatural quantities
and forms. (Just start reading food labels and you’ll soon recognize that sugar, in some form or
another, is ubiquitous.)So how do we begin to curb our cravings for sugar, and the nearly
inevitable addiction to it?You can start now by eating less processed sugar and incorporating
pure juice into your diet.When you crowd out processed, concentrated, and refined sugars with
the natural sugars contained in pure juice (unprocessed fructose and glucose), you satisfy your
craving for sweetness. At the same time, your body can easily absorb and efficiently metabolize
the natural, unprocessed sugars in juice and use them for energy right away.JUICE + WHOLE
FOOD =SUSTAINABLE HEALTHTo function at its highest health potential, your body needs a
balanced combination of proteins, fats, and carbohydrates from a variety of food sources. This is
why the Suja Juice Solution is not a juice-only program but one that deliberately combines fresh
juices with whole foods. While the program is juice-centric (we are juice makers, after all), the
juices and tonics you’ll be drinking over the course of the next 7 to 28 days will benefit your body
most when consumed in combination with the recommended foods. The juices have been
carefully designed by Bryan Riblett, a graduate of the Culinary Institute of America and head of
innovation for Suja, and the whole-food meals have been created by Annie Lawless, nutritional
counselor and co-founder of Suja. The juices + whole-food meals work together to optimally
stimulate the digestion, absorption, and assimilation of supercharged nutrition throughout your



body, along with the elimination of unusable waste. Included in the pages ahead are 75 of our
favorite family recipes for morning, midday, and early-evening juice + whole-food meals, plus
ideas for grab ’n’ go snacks, desserts, spirits, and everything you need to know to make your
own Suja juices at home. We’ve also included 30-plus bonus-hydration recipes for when you’re
craving something extra juicy.With the science out of the way, it’s time to begin to experience the
epic taste and nutritional benefits of the Suja Juice Solution.CHAPTER 2HOW theSUJA
JUICESOLUTIONWORKSThere are just two simple steps to this program:Step 1. Add three
nutrient-dense juices every day.Step 2. Crowd out not-so-healthy foods with fresh, whole
foods.That’s it. The Suja Juice Solution is a simple two-step hydration- and whole-food-centered
plan created to give you the nutrition your body truly craves and needs through high-powered,
pure juice and an array of wholesome, organic fruits and vegetables, whole grains, healthy fats,
and lean proteins.STEP 1. DRINKYOUR JUICEAs you learned in the last chapter, The Science
Behind the Suja Juice Solution, juicing fruits and vegetables is a highly effective and efficient
way to flood and replenish your body with the minerals, enzymes, vitamins, amino acids,
antioxidants, electrolytes, and chlorophyll that are vital to a healthy digestive tract, eliminating
waste, and resetting your body to a more balanced state. It’s also a convenient and fairly easy
way to consume the fruits and veggies your body needs every day to maintain overall health. It
can feel like a challenge, and sometimes even a chore, to eat enough greens every day—
especially if you’re traveling, working long hours, driving kids to and from school, or just
generally busy and on the go with limited access to fresh produce and time for all-out cooking.
Juicing makes it convenient to pack, or sneak, multiple servings of nutrient-dense fruits and
vegetables onto your daily plate. (Most of us don’t make a practice of devouring two or three
heads of raw kale at every meal, nor could we easily chew and digest it!) Juicing also creates an
opportunity to combine what are sometimes bitter, dark leafy greens with sweet, fragrant fruits in
a way that is both healthful and satisfying.Did You Know—Not AllGreens Are Created Equal?
The corner salad bar doesn’t look the way it used to. Iceberg lettuce is out, and kale and chard
are in! Not only are dark leafy greens more substantive and filling than limp lettuce, but they’re
also nutritionally superior. Dark leafy greens are rich in some of the nutrients most deficient in
the American diet, including magnesium, vitamin D, and iron. As soon as you make the switch to
dark leafy greens, you’ll begin to reap the nutritional benefits.STEP 2. CROWD OUTAs you
begin to feel the power of the concentrated green nutrition you’re bringing into your body each
day, we encourage you to crowd out not-so-healthy foods (we’ll explain how particular “out-
crowd” foods slow you down in just a bit) while maximizing healthier, high-quality foods that will
get you to looking and feeling your best—faster.HOW DO I DO THIS?The Suja Juice Solution
starts with a powerful 7-day reset program, which floods your body with essential vitamins,
minerals, and nutrients and gives you fast, feel-good results. By enabling your body to efficiently
hydrate and flush out waste by providing it with proper nourishment, you can expect to have
more energy and mental focus, experience better digestion, and see a decrease in water weight.
Yes, you’ll likely lose unwanted fat, too, all in just 7 days. After the 7-day reset, you’re invited to



extend the program to a full 28 days for maximum benefit and results, including an easy-to-follow
maintenance plan that can be tailored just for you and your lifestyle.While the extended 28-day
Suja Juice Solution is optional, we do recommend that if this is your first time following the
program you renew your commitment beyond the first 7 days. Here’s why: Quickly returning to
your eating and lifestyle habits after 7 days of rebalancing your body with clean nourishment can
shock your system, upsetting that delicate balance you’ve just reset. Also, while many not-so-
healthy habits can most definitely be shifted in one week, healthier habits can be formed when
you extend the program for a longer period of time. By continuing with the program for a full 28
days and adding replenishing foods back onto your plate—slowly and one at a time—you move
closer to establishing a healthy equilibrium that will be easy (and perhaps even breezy!) for you
to sustain for months and years ahead.A SLOW ANDSTEADY BUILDAfter the initial 7-day reset,
the program slowly builds on itself. Week to week, your juice and whole-food options increase
and the nutritional benefits to your body expand exponentially so that by the end of the full 28
days, you’re likely to feel even more rested, energetic, and focused. You may notice that your
skin looks more plump and hydrated. It may even begin to brighten, clear, and almost glow. You
might also experience less stiffness in your body and more ease in your movements. And finally,
you’re likely to have far fewer sugar cravings (if any!), a shift in appetite, and an even slimmer
waistline. Celebrate—the benefits are endless!PROGRAM SNEAK PEAKWe give you all of the
day-to-day details you need to follow the Suja Juice Solution beginning in part 2 of the book,
including 75 of our favorite family recipes and everything you need to know to make your own
juices at home or quickly order on the go, but here’s a brief overview of the way the program
works—a sneak peak of what’s ahead:• Days 1–7 Reset Program• Days 8–14 to Reinforce•
Days 15–21 to Recharge• Days 22–28 to Renew7 DAYS TO RESET:REBALANCEFor 7 days,
you will consume three fresh, organic juices a day that will provide the healthful hydration and
nourishment your body needs, while also enabling your body to eliminate waste, and rebalance
to a healthier state. In addition, you will consume three gentle and easily digestible “reset” meals
a day (recipes included) that work harmoniously with the juices included in the program. As you
flood your body with a complete range of plant-based hydration and whole-food nutrition,
including key vitamins, minerals, and electrolytes in addition to nourishing proteins, natural fats,
and complex carbohydrates, you’re encouraged to crowd out the foods that tend to stall you
along the path toward vibrant health. These foods include:Out-Crowd Foods(See chapter 3 for
more information and a full list of these out-crowd foods.)Grains (including gluten-free)Legumes
and peanutsHigh-starch veggiesRefined and added sugarsDried fruitsRed meatLunch
meatDairyHydrogenated and partially hydrogenated oilsSoy productsProcessed
foodsCaffeineAlcoholGulp. If parting with your morning coffee and bowl of O’s feels like major
punishment even for a day, don’t despair—you will see them at the breakfast table again. After 7
days, you’re invited to welcome many of these foods back into your life. Nothing is off the menu
forever. But, for the purposes of resetting your body and giving your digestive system a break,
we encourage you to crowd them out for a solid week, and then check in with yourself and notice



how you feel. Once you’ve given yourself a chance to experience a week without them, you may
discover that you look and feel a whole lot better, and that life without many of these out-crowd
foods isn’t punishment at all. Imagine that!7 DAYS TO REINFORCE:FORTIFY
YOURMOTIVATION FOR ACLEANER LIFESTYLEAssuming you feel awesome—looking and
feeling better than you have in years—we invite you to keep the good feelings going. Why stop
now when you can extend the program for optimal health and wellness? During the reinforce
week, as you slowly add foods back onto your plate, you will begin to replenish your body and
fortify your motivation and commitment to looking and feeling even better.Here’s how the
reinforce week works: Every day you will drink three juices (morning, midday, and early evening)
and eat three whole-food meals in between. You will continue to eat simple clean foods, but this
week you can add back onto your plate a variety of foods you spent the last 7 days living without
—foods like legumes, low-glycemic whole fruits, some starchy veggies, along with healthy fats—
to give you that extra get-up-and-go.For simplicity and ease, the whole-food meal recipes build
on each other from one week to the next, becoming more and more flavorful, colorful, and filling.
In fact, you may not even realize that the new dishes you’re creating utilize many of the same
simple ingredients from a week ago, which makes cooking them a breeze. What we’ve
discovered is that the key to good cooking is to start with fresh, healthy ingredients and simply
combine them. It’s not that complicated!7 DAYS TO RECHARGE:SHIFT YOUR FOCUSFROM
REMOVAL TOREPLENISHMENTThis week, you will shift your focus from elimination and
removal to replenishment, consuming juices and whole-food combinations that fuel your body,
satisfy your cravings, and recharge you with abundant energy.This next round of 7 days builds
upon the last. Every day you will be encouraged to drink three juices and eat three whole-food
meals in between. In addition to preparing heartier and more complex meal recipes, you’ll also
be invited to add a snack and a satisfying dessert to your day. You’ll continue to crowd out the
slowest of the slow-down foods—like refined sugars, alcohol, and processed foods—while
reintroducing healthy, gluten-free grains, tropical fruits, grass-fed meats, goat’s and sheep’s dairy
—plus caffeine and some natural sugars. This week, as you add more complex foods back onto
your plate, you’ll have the opportunity to reflect on which foods satisfy and recharge you the
most, and which foods you’re content to continue to go without.7 DAYS TO RENEW:RENEW
YOURCOMMITMENT TO ALONG BEAUTIFUL LIFEIn the final 7 days of the program, you’re
invited to eat as you normally do—and by this time you may discover that you have a new
normal. In addition to your regular meals, you’ll add three delicious, organic juices—one before
each of your three meals. It’s not required that you crowd out any foods, just make your preferred
choices, meal by meal, and our bet is that you’ll notice that by your own choosing you’ll make
healthier, more natural food choices that help you feel and look your best. This is precisely the
goal of the program and our shared dream for you. By the end of the 28 days you will have
created a nutritional and lifestyle plan that you can, and very much want to, sustain into the days,
weeks, months, and years ahead.Whether you follow the Suja Juice Solution for a full 28 days or
prefer the shorter 7-day reset, you will experience the most feel-better results when in addition to



flooding your body with concentrated juice nutrition, you crowd out less-than-healthy foods and
crowd in healthier, high-quality foods. This simple action will get you to looking and feeling your
best—faster. Turn the page now for a detailed breakdown of what foods provide your body with
the vitamins and minerals it needs daily to function optimally and help you reach your highest
health potential.CHAPTER 3THE INand OUTCROWDThe Suja Juice Solution is a hydration-
and whole-food-centered plan created to eliminate anything that can wreak havoc on your
digestive system, slow down your metabolism, create unhealthy cravings, and basically
contribute to less-than-optimal health. For these reasons we strongly suggest crowding out the
following foods for the first 7 days of the reset program to make more room for the high-powered
juice and clean nutrition that will be flooding and filling up your body with 100 percent
goodness.EAT LESS OF THESEOUT-CROWD FOODSGrains (Including Gluten-Free
Grains)How grains can slow you down:Bloating, fat storage, brain fog, fatigueGrains can be
difficult for the body to break down and digest, especially hybridized wheat. With grains crowded
out from your diet for the first 7 days of the Suja Juice Solution, you may notice that you
experience less hunger and more energy. Why? Grains elicit a greater insulin response than
other foods because they’re concentrated carbohydrates that when digested are reduced to
glucose, or simple sugar. A rush of sugar in the bloodstream can cause a blood sugar spike and
subsequent fall. You know, that uncomfortable crash-and-burn feeling? When your blood sugar
crashes from a roller-coaster high, your body tends to crave more sugar in an effort to lift it back
up. Feeding this machine can easily lead to overeating, weight gain, and fatigue.Combining
grains with a healthy fat or lean protein will slow down the body’s digestion time and minimize a
radical blood sugar response, but consider that about 50 grams of carb (a modest bowl of
quinoa or brown rice) is still going to be reduced to simple sugar, and if the sugar from those
grains isn’t immediately used as energy or to replenish glycogen stores, the body stores it as fat.
So for the first 7 days of the reset program, skip the grains and fill up on healthier in-crowd foods
—which can often leave you feeling more satisfied than bread, crackers, or pasta. CROWD OUT
THESE GRAINS:All, including gluten-free: wheat, rye, barley, spelt, kamut; and gluten-free
amaranth, brown rice, buckwheat, hemp seed, millet, quinoa, and whole or steel-cut oatsWhite
FlourHow white flour can slow you down:Blood sugar spikes, hunger, weight gainWhite flour is a
highly processed and refined form of wheat. It has been stripped of all its nutrients and fiber,
which is why most white flour is “fortified.” Synthetic vitamins and minerals are added back in to
give it some nutritional value, but white flour really does nothing for your body except reduce
very quickly to glucose, a simple sugar that can spike your blood sugar much the way grains do.
This triggers a rapid insulin release and a hormone response to store the excess sugar as fat.
CROWD OUT THESE WHITE FLOUR FOODS:Bagels and rolls, pastries and baked goods,
cereal, crackers, white breadLegumesHow legumes can slow you down:Bloating, poor
digestionBeans contain lectins, which are a natural anti-nutrient protein that can cause digestive
stress. Beans are also a complex combination of protein, carbohydrate, and fiber, so they can be
difficult for the body to break down and digest. When a food isn’t easily digested, your body



cannot absorb and assimilate nutrients and eliminate it efficiently. This can create bloating and
you know what else! After the 7-day reset, you can add whole beans back into your diet as a
great source of vegetarian protein and fiber, but removing them all, with the exception of lentils,
from the beginning stages of the program will give your digestion a chance to rest and reset.
CROWD OUT THESE LEGUMES:Black beans, butter beans, cannellini beans, chickpeas, great
northern beans, kidney beans, lima beans, navy beans, pinto beans, refried beans (all), white
beansPeanutsHow peanuts can slow you down:Highly allergenic, poor digestionDid you know
that peanuts actually aren’t nuts? They’re legumes, and as you just learned—legumes are
difficult to digest. In addition, most peanuts for mainstream consumption are stored in mass
quantities in facilities where mold is prevalent. According to the U.S. National Library of
Medicine, while storage methods have improved in the United States, mold is still so common
that the FDA has declared it an “unavoidable contaminant” in peanut production. Peanuts are
also highly allergenic and can cause tummy pain, gas, nausea, and diarrhea, although you don’t
have to be allergic to peanuts to suffer from digestive difficulty.High-Starch VeggiesHow high-
starch foods can slow you down:Blood sugar spikes, fat storageSimilar to grains and white flour,
high-starch veggies can trigger a blood sugar spike, which is potentially problematic for
rebalancing and resetting your system. While they do contain essential vitamins, antioxidants,
and valuable fiber and are a great source of energy, they’re removed from the first 7 days of the
reset program to help reduce your sugar cravings and to give your taste buds a chance to reset.
They’re one of the first foods you’re invited to add back onto your plate, although after a week of
replacing them with a delicious array of non-starchy veggies (which are lower in natural sugar
and calories), you may discover a new appreciation for the simpler things in life. CROWD OUT
THESE HIGH-STARCH VEGGIES:Beets, carrots, corn, green garden peas, sugar snap peas,
sweet potatoes, white potatoes, winter squash (butternut, acorn, kabocha, pumpkin, hubbard,
delicata, spaghetti), yamsRefined and Non-Fruit SugarHow sugar can slow you down:Increased
cravings, weight gain, disruptions to cognition and the immune system, skin agingIt’s a fact—
refined and processed sugars are bad news, and they’re some of the most overused food
additives in our country. Sugars are everywhere—crackers, cereal, salad dressing, yogurt, lunch
meat, bread, soup, sauces, and on and on. In addition to being addictive and intensifying your
sweet cravings, processed sugars and even some natural sugars like agave can be a metabolic
nightmare because they elicit a violent insulin release into the bloodstream to quickly balance
the body’s elevated blood sugar levels. And if that weren’t enough of a reason to stay away from
the sweet stuff, sugar can age your skin through a process called glycation that damages
collagen and elastin in the skin. This can lead to wrinkling, sagging, and general dullness. So
stick to the low-glycemic fruit and veggie juices as your sweet source in the first 7 days of the
reset program. Eventually you’ll be invited to add back and enjoy mineral-rich natural sweeteners
like maple syrup, honey, and coconut sugar—all of which have unique and wonderful flavors on
their own as well as a more balanced effect on your blood sugar level. Note: The one sweetener
you can use throughout the program is stevia, a naturally derived sweetener that comes from the



stevia plant and doesn’t spike your blood sugar level. CROWD OUT THESE ADDED
SUGARS:Artificial sweeteners (all), cane sugars (white sugar, brown sugar, evaporated cane
juice, “raw” sugar, turbinado sugar, sucanat, sucrose), corn syrup and high-fructose corn syrup,
natural sweeteners (agave, beet sugar, brown rice syrup, coconut sugar, date sugar, honey,
maple syrup, molasses)Did You Know AgaveAin’t So Sweet?Contrary to conventional wisdom,
agave nectar is not a healthy sugar substitute. It’s made up of more fructose than any other
added sweetener (70 to 98 percent). To put this in perspective, highly processed high-fructose
corn syrup, HFCS, has significantly less fructose (55 percent) than agave nectar. While fructose
is a natural sugar, in agave nectar it’s in an unnaturally concentrated form that is very difficult for
your body to metabolize efficiently. Fructose, like alcohol, is entirely broken down in the liver and
directly converted to the type of fat that is stored in the belly.Whole FruitHow whole fruit can slow
you down:Elevated blood sugar levels, overeating, fat storageLet’s be clear—fruits are a
wonderful source of hydration and are rich in valuable minerals, vitamins, and enzymes, plus
they are nutritious sources of fuel for the body and brain. We love fruits! However, fruit does
contain naturally occurring sugars (glucose and fructose), and while natural sugars are our
favorite kind, it can be very easy to consume more than you need to fuel your body. With the
exception of low-glycemic citrus fruits (lemons, limes, and grapefruit) that help to flush out
unusable waste by stimulating natural enzymes, we ask that you cut down on your whole-fruit
intake in the first 7 days of the reset program to help dial down your sweet tooth and reset your
sensitivity to natural sweetness. By limiting your fruit intake to the fresh juices you’re making
daily, you will consume an appropriate amount of natural sugars to fuel your activity levels
without disrupting your blood sugar levels and slowing down your metabolism. CROWD OUT
THESE WHOLE FRUITS:All, except lemons, limes, grapefruit, tomatoes, and avocadoDried
FruitHow dried fruit can slow you down:Elevated blood sugar levels, overeating, fat storage,
dehydrationDried fruits are whole fruits with all their water removed. They contain extremely
concentrated amounts of fruit sugar (fructose and glucose); if these aren’t quickly burned as
energy, they’re stored as excess sugars in your fat cells. It’s easy to overeat dried fruits because
they’ve been drastically reduced in volume. It’s a cinch to pop a handful of dried apricots into
your mouth, whereas you’d typically not consume five whole apricots in one sitting. Dried fruits
are also difficult for the body to digest because their texture is so tough and dry. They contain no
water content to hydrate the small intestine and move things along. The body must rehydrate
them in order to digest them, which is extremely dehydrating. Ever notice how dried fruit makes
you thirsty?Red MeatHow red meat can slow you down:Exposure to pollutants, difficult
digestionMuch of the conventionally produced red meat available in grocery stores—any meat
that’s not certified organic or grass-fed—can contain hormones, chemicals, and antibiotics that
can prevent us from developing a healthy immune system. Additionally, red meat often contains
pro-inflammatory fatty acids, which can aggravate the body in a number of ways. Red meat also
produces an acidic by-product called uric acid that can be hard on your kidneys to process.
When your kidneys are feeling stressed, they cannot effectively do what they do best—release



and flush out waste. While red meat can be an excellent source of protein and iron, we
recommend that you crowd it out of your diet for the first 7 days of the program in an effort to give
your body the opportunity it needs to rest and reset to a cleaner state. CROWD OUT THESE
RED MEATS:Bacon (beef, pork, and turkey), beef, bison, duck, game meats, lamb, pork, rabbit,
sausageLunch MeatHow lunch meat can slow you down:Water retention, bloating, consumption
of nitratesWe believe fresh is best, so packaged lunch meats are not our ideal choice for you.
Many contain high-fructose corn syrup that’s often stored as fat, and massive amounts of
sodium that can cause water retention and bloating and put you well over your recommended
daily salt intake. Another common additive in lunch meats is nitrate, which is used to manage the
growth of bacteria and extend shelf life by slowing down the breakdown of fat in the meat. As you
might guess, ingesting nitrates can also slow you down. While many grocers and natural food
stores now carry nitrate-free lunch meat, skip the turkey sandwiches for the first 7 days of the
reset program as you focus instead on eating foods that help to speed up your metabolism,
rather than stall it.DairyHow dairy can slow you down:Allergies, poor digestion, congestionDue
to its high content of animal-based fat and lactose (naturally occurring milk sugar), dairy can
bring the body to a near standstill. Skim and fat-free aren’t any better. In fact, these low-calorie
versions can slow your digestion down even more than full fat. The high percentage of people
who suffer from lactose intolerance is a strong indicator that the human body generally lacks the
appropriate digestive enzymes for cow’s milk. Additionally, many conventionally raised dairy
cows are pumped with growth hormones and antibiotics that may be disruptive to our natural
hormone levels and overall health. Conventionally raised cows are also often fed low-grade food
containing GMOs. Genetically modified organisms are plants or animals that have been
genetically engineered with DNA from different species (including bacteria and viruses) to
create a mix of genes that do not traditionally occur or resemble anything in nature.In addition to
all this, much of the milk you find on the shelves has been pasteurized—heated to a high
temperature and swiftly cooled before packaging. While pasteurization of milk can destroy
harmful bacteria and pathogenic microbes in addition to extending shelf life, the process can
also compromise valuable enzymes, vitamins, and protein. CROWD OUT THESE DAIRY
FOODS:Calcium supplements (with whey or lactose), casein, cheese, cream, cream cheese,
ice cream, kefir, lactose-containing foods or products, milk, puddings, sour cream, whey-
containing products, yogurtBad FatsHow bad fats can slow you down:Difficult digestion, high
cholesterolMost vegetable oils are highly processed, heated to temperatures as high as 500°F,
and made from genetically engineered crops created to withstand pesticides, produce more oil,
and grow bigger. The result of all this heavy-duty processing is that the plants are mutated into a
denatured state and into a fat the body does not easily recognize or digest. Think about it: When
an oil (say, cottonseed oil—which is oil made from cotton) goes through a heavy manufacturing
process, a food product is created that doesn’t resemble the natural state of the plant.
Hydrogenated oils are the most denatured of them all. They are created by adding hydrogen
atoms to a double bond in the oil, increasing the saturated fat level by converting the type of



bond to a “trans” bond. What does all this mad science mean? Hydrogenated oil, otherwise
known as trans-fats, are completely foreign to the body and are considered by many doctors to
be the worst type of fat you can ingest. Trans-fats have been linked to high cholesterol and
hardening of the artery walls, among other ailments. CROWD OUT THESE BAD FATS:Canola
oil, corn oil, cottonseed oil, grapeseed oil, hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated oils (all),
margarine, peanut oil, rice bran oil, safflower oil, soybean oil, sunflower oilSoy ProductsHow soy
can slow you down:Disrupts estrogen levels in men and women; hard to break down,
metabolize, and digest; can create belly fatOver 90 percent of soy in the United States is
genetically modified, according to the USDA, which means the seeds for most soy crops are
made in a lab. Soy also contains phytoestrogens, which is bad news for your hormones;
consuming large quantities of soy has been linked to estrogen disruption, slow metabolism, and
weight gain. Most soy products are highly processed—boiled, strained, hydrolyzed, and isolated
into powder, which creates a food product your body doesn’t recognize and often doesn’t know
what to do with. For example, most energy bars, protein powders, and smoothie drinks contain
soy protein isolate. This is one of the most refined soy products you can consume. It’s created by
heating soybeans to a very high temperature, stripping them of everything except their protein,
and milling it into an isolated powder. Long story short, you won’t find soy protein isolate hanging
on a tree, and your body definitely won’t recognize it or know how to digest it properly. CROWD
OUT THESE SOY FOODS AND PRODUCTS:Edamame, soybean oil, soy cheese, soy meats,
soy milk, soy protein powders, soy yogurt, tempeh, tofuProcessed FoodsHow processed foods
can slow you down:Poor digestion, weight gainIf it has more than five ingredients that you
cannot pronounce and comes in a box, bag, or can, it’s probably processed. Processed foods—
including packaged cookies and cake, cereal, instant oatmeal, crackers, chips, bread, bagels,
dips, salad dressings, frozen foods, and fast foods—are typically full of preservatives, sugars,
sodium, and other additives. Many of them taste good, but most of us intuitively know processed
foods are not exactly “foods.” Real foods found in nature do not need any processing, nor do
they contain 25 ingredients. An ear of corn grows on a farm, but high-fructose corn syrup does
not. A tomato may be found in nature, but ketchup is not. A stalk of wheat grows from a seed, but
cereal does not. You get the picture. The more processed a food is, the less natural it becomes,
and the human body is not designed to digest these complicated, often chemical-heavy foods
that are relatively new to the food chain. Our bodies haven’t developed the digestive system,
enzymes, and processes to break them down efficiently. When the body cannot properly digest,
assimilate, and eliminate foods, it will store them as waste—in other words, weight!CaffeineHow
caffeine can slow you down:Dehydration, fatigue, mood swings, hormone disruptionCaffeine is a
stimulant, and like most stimulants it sets you up for an inevitable crash. Caffeine swings can
dramatically affect your mood and level of energy—all of which can lead to overeating. Caffeine
can stress your adrenal gland, which regulates the hormone aldosterone, which in turn controls
efficient sugar storage and fat metabolism. Your morning cup of coffee or black tea also
increases the release of the stress hormone cortisol. Does coffee ever make you anxious? This



is why! Before starting the first 7 days of the reset program, we suggest you taper off caffeine
(more on how to kick your caffeine habit in chapter 6), and then in an effort to rebalance your
body, we ask that you take a complete break from caffeine on day 1 of the reset program. Take
note—this is a break, not a breakup. You will eventually be invited to bring caffeine back into your
life, if you so choose, and savor it in moderation. CROWD OUT THESE SOURCES OF
CAFFEINE:Black tea, chocolate, coffee, decaf coffee, pain relievers with caffeine (Excedrin
migraine), sodaAlcoholHow alcohol can slow you down:Sluggish metabolism, hard on the
liverAlcohol stresses the important metabolizing and detoxifying function of the liver, so it is
crowded out for the first 21 days of this program to allow your body to fully eliminate waste and
weight without interference. If your liver is working to metabolize alcohol, it cannot focus its
energy elsewhere. That’s why we suggest you crowd out alcohol for the first few weeks of the
program to show your liver some love and let it work as hard as it can for you.Additionally, many
alcohols are grain-based, which you’re sending on vacation as well, along with processed and
added sugars that are prevalent in many mixed drinks and cocktails. Without you even realizing
it, you can consume hundreds of empty sugary calories at one cocktail party. This doesn’t mean
the fun is over. By week 4, the renew week, you’re invited to indulge (responsibly) again.That’s it.
End of out-crowd list. Think you can live without these foods for 7 days? We bet you can do
almost anything for 7 days, so you’ve easily got this. Plus, consider that when you’re beginning
each of your meals by drinking delicious, fresh, and satisfying juice, you will naturally start to
crowd out many of these foods without thinking much about it or feeling deprived, as you crowd
in the healthier foods.EAT MORE OF THESEIN-CROWD FOODSTime for you to meet the “in”
crowd. For the first 7 days of the reset program, fill your plate with the following healthful,
nutritious, and delicious whole foods and ingredients.Leafy GreensHow greens can make you
shine: As far as we’re concerned, leafy greens are 100 percent goodness. They contain
beneficial fiber, enzymes, protein, minerals, and antioxidants. They’re also extremely rich in
vitamins and chlorophyll, which helps oxygenate the blood. Add to that, dark leafy greens are
low in sugar and calories, so you can eat as much as you want and feel good about flooding your
body with the best source of plant-based nutrition available. What else can we say—greens
rock! CROWD IN THESE LEAFY GREENS:Arugula, baby greens, beet greens, collard greens,
endive, kale, lettuces (all except iceberg), mustard greens, spinach, swiss chardLow-Starch
VegetablesHow low-starch veggies can make you shine: These veggies are low in natural
sugars and calories while high in vitamins, minerals, phytochemicals, and antioxidants. They
keep you feeling full and satiated. When you load your plate with veggies, you likely won’t miss
heavier foods like dairy, grains, and red meat. Eat up! CROWD IN THESE LOW-STARCH
VEGGIES:Artichokes, asparagus, bell peppers, broccoli, brussels sprouts, cabbage (green and
red), cauliflower, celery, cucumber, eggplant, fennel, green beans, jicama, leeks, mushrooms,
onions, zucchini squash (green and yellow)Lean ProteinsHow lean proteins can make you shine:
Did you know your body burns more fat digesting protein than it does digesting either of the
other primary macronutrients—carbohydrate and fat? Also, proteins have a complete amino acid



profile to build muscle, repair tissues, and produce healthy hormones.For the first 7 days of the
reset program, stock up on our favorite lean protein—omega-3-rich fresh fish. When you can,
choose wild fish over farm-raised. This is often your safest and healthiest bet because fish that
are farm-raised are more likely to be contaminated with antibiotics, toxic pollutants, and
chemicals that have made their way into their feed. With a little extra effort, however, you can find
sustainably farmed fish that are free of antibiotics, coloring, and harmful pollutants. Sustainable
and conscious fisheries continue to pop up in varied locations throughout the country. Do an
online search for brands and vendors in your area that farm sustainably.Did You Know
Omega-3Fatty Acids Do Your BodyBetter than Good?Omega-3 fatty acids can help to lower
triglycerides (blood fat) and boost your mood. If you’re pregnant, omega-3 fatty acids can also
contribute to your baby’s healthy brain development.In our opinion, the best place to buy fish is
from your local fish markets or natural grocers because these tend to be dedicated to sourcing
local fish and often receive fresh shipments daily. Purchasing frozen fish is your next best option
because it’s often flash-frozen: Soon after it’s caught, it’s quickly brought down to -40°F to
preserve its freshness. Believe it or not, frozen fish is often fresher than the fresh fish sold at the
grocery store. Check the packaging; if it says “flash-frozen,” you’ve caught a winner.Begin
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those of the authors and other contributors and do not necessarily represent the views of, nor
should they be attributed to, Suja Life, LLC, or any of its subsidiaries and affiliates.The
information provided in this publication is provided as-is, and all content, including text, graphics,
images, and information contained within, is for general information purposes only. Reference to
any named product—or service—does not constitute or imply its endorsement or sponsorship
by any third parties, including Suja. Any reference to named products or services is accurate, to
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publication, including text, graphics, and images, is provided by the authors for general
information purposes only. The information is not intended to be a substitute for professional
medical advice or as a treatment for any disease or health condition. Always seek the advice of
a physician or qualified health professional before making any changes to your diet, exercise
regimen, or lifestyle, or for questions regarding a specific health or medical condition. The views
and opinions expressed in this publication are those of the authors and other contributors and
do not necessarily represent the views of, nor should they be attributed to, Suja Life, LLC, or any
of its subsidiaries and affiliates.The information provided in this publication is provided as-is, and
all content, including text, graphics, images, and information contained within, is for general
information purposes only. Reference to any named product—or service—does not constitute or
imply its endorsement or sponsorship by any third parties, including Suja. Any reference to
named products or services is accurate, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, as of the
publication date.INTRODUCTIONJUICE ISa LIFECHANGERJuice can change your life. I know
this is true, because it absolutely saved mine.Hi, my name is Annie Lawless. I’m 27 years old
and I’m one of the happiest, most energetic, and healthiest people I know!! Yep, double
exclamation marks. I’m a certified holistic health and wellness coach, nutritional counselor, avid
yogini, and the co-founder of Suja Juice, currently the fastest-growing cold-pressed-beverage
company in the United States. My life is on the super-fast track forward and if my enthusiasm
sounds excessive or even a tad bit inflated, forgive me, but I’m just so psyched (or totally juiced,
as we say in the biz) to feel and look as good as I do today—because not so long ago, I didn’t
look or feel so hot.Let me explain. As a young girl, I suffered from really awful eczema, allergies,
chronic ear infections, and asthma. If you’re not familiar with eczema, it’s a pretty unsightly rash
where the skin becomes inflamed and irritated. And just my not-so-good luck, my eczema wasn’t
something that flared up occasionally. It appeared daily and faithfully throughout my childhood. I
remember way too many slumber parties where I’d have to sneak away to apply gloppy steroid
creams to my itchy skin. My skin condition was such a part of my everyday life, I carried tubes of
anti-itch cream on me at all times, so that I was armed in the event of attack. I made a habit of
wearing long-sleeved shirts and tights or leggings under my school uniform to hide the deep
scratches on my arms and legs. Yeah, it was gross and embarrassing, and that was just the
eczema.I was also allergic to everything, especially outdoors, where I couldn’t last five minutes
without having some sort of major reaction. I was constantly sneezing, coughing, or sniffling, and
after the steroid cream, Kleenex was my next best friend. Seriously, I was a mess.Throughout my



youth, Mom took me to the pediatrician’s office over and over again, but the only solution
seemed to be more steroid creams, inhalers, or antihistamines. While medicine often helped
initially, my faucet nose and scratchy skin always returned with a vengeance. By my preteen
years, I was so used to feeling and looking beat-up, I accepted that this was my “normal.” It’s how
I’d always look and feel, and I’d probably be on medications for the rest of my life.And then one
day I went to a new doctor who suggested that my watery eyes, runny nose, and skin rash may
actually be an indicator of an autoimmune disease. After several tests, I finally learned that I
suffer from lactose intolerance and celiac disease, an immune response to eating gluten, a
protein found in wheat, barley, and rye. Today there’s a growing awareness about this condition,
but at the time gluten intolerance was not a term as commonplace as it is now, so I recall
thinking I must be seriously ill. Am I going to die? My doctor explained that my body was
suffering from a severe inflammatory response to dairy and gluten. These substances were
acting as foreign invaders in my digestive system that my body couldn’t easily defend itself
against. In an effort to protect itself, she explained, my body was attacking itself. I had to agree—
I had the war wounds to prove it.To begin the healing process, I was instructed to remove all
gluten and dairy from my diet for one week. This meant giving up many of my favorite foods—
boxed cereal, peanut butter sandwiches, pasta, and bagels. What was I going to eat? I thought,
Yep, I’m going to die, but the opposite happened—for the first time I felt like I was actually living.
Within seven days of removing gluten and dairy from my diet, the eczema, allergies, and asthma
I’d suffered from for my entire life disappeared without a trace. No kidding—I’d never known a life
without these nasty conditions, and suddenly they were gone.I was liberated. After so many
years of suffering, I felt like I’d been handed the keys to unlock my highest health potential. I
finally understood the direct and powerful correlation between what I put into my body and how I
look and feel. For the majority of my life I’d been unknowingly eating foods that were highly
irritating to my body, and now I had the knowledge, power, and control to remove them, one by
one, and feel and look crazy-good.My fascination with nutrition was ignited and from that day
forward, I embarked on a personal health quest that changed the course of my life. Eventually, I
would become a certified health coach, holistic health practitioner, and the co-founder of Suja
Juice, but before all that I simply became an overnight health nerd, poring over books on
digestion, metabolism, and the properties of natural foods. Truly, I was the only teenager reading
Your Friendly Gut Guide over summer vacation. Like I said—an A-class nerd. But I didn’t care
because the more I learned about the basic principles of nutrition and put them into practice in
my own life, the better I felt. Based on my research, I began to develop a new diet and lifestyle
for myself where I consciously chose to remove, or “crowd out,” not-so-healthy foods and eat
only those foods that would rejuvenate my body, rather than slow it down. And that’s when juice
came into play.Because I’d spent my entire childhood unintentionally eating foods that
aggravated my system, my digestive tract was in major disrepair. The microvilli in my intestinal
lining—the finger-like projections on the surface of the intestinal cells that increase the surface
area available for absorbing nutrients—were damaged. My body could no longer properly ingest



the vital nutrients I needed for optimal health. Even though I’d severely altered my diet by
removing gluten and dairy and was consuming fresh fruits, vegetables, healthy fats, and lean
meats in abundance, I was still severely vitamin- and nutrient-deficient.Eager to change my body
and open to whatever method would get me there, I began drinking fresh, organic, nutrient-
dense juice to replenish my body with the concentrated nutrition I was lacking. What I soon
came to understand was how highly efficient juice could be for flooding the body with vital
nutrients, minerals, enzymes, phytochemicals, and antioxidants that are easily absorbed into
your system.Because juice contains very little fiber, drinking it requires very little digestive labor.
This is a good thing! Did you know that digestion is the hardest job your body does? Juice gives
your digestive tract a break from the significant energy expenditure required to separate juice
from the fiber of whole fruits and vegetables. When you drink pure juice, your body quickly and
easily absorbs all of the nutrition from the food because there’s no fiber in the way. Fiber, as
masterful as it is at regulating and cleaning your digestive tract, can interfere with your body’s
ability to absorb valuable nutrition.A medium carrot, for example, has 203 percent of your daily
requirement of vitamin A. That’s a mega dose! However, that carrot may also contain up to 3 or 4
grams of fiber that cannot be digested by your body. So when you eat that carrot, your body will
eliminate much of the indigestible fiber before it has had a chance to absorb and utilize the
valuable vitamin A locked inside.By drinking your fruits and vegetables, you can easily pack 2 or
3 pounds of nutrient-dense natural produce into one 12-ounce glass of juice. That’s a lot of
digestive enzymes, detoxifying chlorophyll, and concentrated green nutrition that the body can
absorb and benefit from without stressing the digestive tract.I’m the first to admit that I’m kind of
an extreme case, but the reality is that most of us—yourself included—could use a bit of help
when it comes to getting our digestion back on track, revving up our metabolism, and boosting
our nutrition. Over the course of your lifetime, you’ve likely indulged from time to time in heavily
processed, high-in-added-sugars, and not-so-healthy foods. You’re human, after all, and a
package of Oreos or a basket of chips can be hard for even the most disciplined to resist. You
may have also tried to counteract, or reverse, the occasional indulgence by following any
number of restrictive diets and weight-loss plans. And unless you live on a remote island or in
the far reaches of the planet, you’ve almost certainly been exposed to environmental
pollutants.All of these factors, individually and collectively, can negatively affect your digestive
tract, slow down your metabolism, and create nutrient deficiencies that may alter your overall
health and wellness. Even if you’re someone who’s always eaten healthy, and never experienced
any tummy issues that you’re aware of, your digestive system has likely still been put through a
lot. Again, this is because digestion uses the most energy of all the bodily processes. When you
think about how many times per day you eat, and how many months and years you’ve been
feeding yourself, you can begin to understand how much digestive labor that is. Your body has
been working overtime.In order to look and feel your best, at some point or another you need to
give your digestive system a much-needed break. Giving your digestive system a rest from
heavy foods, irritants, and chemicals and replacing them with simple, whole foods and nutrient-,



mineral-, and antioxidant-dense juice that can be absorbed into your system with little digestive
labor is extremely beneficial—no matter who you are. And once you’ve given your digestion a
chance to flush out the junk, rest, and repair, it can work harder for you than ever.BABY, IT’S
TIMETO SHINE!If in 7 days of modifying my diet, I felt like a brand-new version of myself, just
think how you’ll feel after losing a few bad habits and adding high-powered juice and healthier
foods to yours. Freakin’ A-mazing is the answer. Think about it—by this time next week, you, too,
can be the you that you’ve always wanted to be when you start a new job or run into your ex on
the street. It’s you when you’re killing it! I mean, who doesn’t want that, right?The health benefits
of following the Suja Juice Solution may include:• Renewed clarity, focus, and energy•
Healthier skin, hair, and nails• Faster metabolism• Easier digestion and elimination•
Increased hydration and greater flexibility• Better sleep• Reduced hunger and fewer sugar
cravings• Feeling more satisfied and full after meals• Less fat on your body than a week ago!
The health benefits of the Suja Juice Solution can be extensive and the program is based on the
simple diet and lifestyle approach I began to create for myself so many years ago to help heal
my digestive sensitivities to gluten and dairy. It’s evolved, since then, into an accessible program
that can benefit anyone, whoever you are. The program you’re about to begin hasn’t only worked
wonders for me. In fact, the Suja Juice Solution has been inspired by juice devotees of all ages,
shapes, sizes, and walks of life, including many in the Suja family who have their own
transformative 7-day stories (you’ll hear from many of them in the pages ahead), and who are
equally as passionate and as committed to helping people improve their health and nutrition,
one juice at a time.Take Jeff Church, CEO and co-founder of Suja Juice. His life did a complete
180 once he integrated juice into his life…Hi, I’m Jeff and I grew up in the Midwest where meals
traditionally consist of meat, potatoes, and more meat. When I was first approached by a
business colleague and good friend, James Brennan, to grow distribution of a line of green
juices that he believed had changed his and his wife’s lives, I said, “I don’t know. I know juice is
hot right now, but drinking it sounds like health with the punishment.” I was familiar with the juice
craze. I knew it was popular, but really, how much change could adding it to your diet bring
about? What could really happen in 7 days? James wouldn’t back down, though. At the time, we
worked out of the same office space and he’d regularly show up with bottles of earthy green,
red, and orange juices he was drinking, and I thought, No way am I drinking that stuff. But in an
effort to get him off my back, I finally tried one. Wow, it really did stop me in my tracks. I’ve always
stood firm that I’m not willing to eat something just because it’s good for me. I’ll try anything
once, but it has to taste good, too, and this bottle of juice blew me away. I actually liked it. I
thought, Well, if I can enjoy this, anyone can. What’s more, after only a few days of ditching my
coffee habit and replacing it with juice, I began to feel… younger. More energetic, more focused
at work, and like my metabolism had been given a kick in the pants. I took some home for my
wife and she soon claimed that after drinking a juice or two throughout the day, she felt more
fluid, light, and comfortable in her body. My kids started drinking it, too, and soon they were
demanding it instead of soda. This juice—it was the craziest thing.It wasn’t long before I



assumed the role of CEO of Suja, and I continue to be amazed by the transformative and
restorative power of simple vitamin- and nutrient-dense ingredients. Old habits die hard, so I’m
the first to admit that I slip up from time to time (Annie can attest to this!), and when I do eat or
drink something less than healthy, I don’t beat myself up too much about it because I know how
to quickly and easily get back on track. It typically only takes one green juice and a simple,
balanced meal before I’m feeling and looking a whole lot better. I continue to be amazed at how
these relatively simple changes to my diet have transformed me into the healthiest version of
myself. Today Suja is populated by nearly 200 people like Annie and me who share a similar
passion for health and wellness, and we’re all committed to working every day with a mission of
helping even more people like you understand how to significantly shift how you look and feel—
one juice at a time.MORE THAN JUICE!While juice is central to this 7-day program, the
refreshing news is that the Suja Juice Solution extends far beyond juice. It’s not a severe cleanse
or restrictive juice diet where you only drink liquids. This program offers you more. And by more,
we mean food! Don’t get us wrong—juice cleanses and “detoxes” have their place, and at Suja
we’ve developed several. Many of our celebrity customers love them for how they help them to
look and feel before a big premiere or strutting down the red carpet, but a juice cleanse has a
hard expiration date. Meaning, it’s not a sustainable lifestyle because subsisting on liquids alone
isn’t how real people live—let alone survive and thrive. Red-carpet moments are just that—
moments. Sooner than later, the human body not only wants to, but also needs to eat real
food.Did you know that if you’re not careful, juice only diets can rob your body of protein, leaving
you deficient in the nutrients and materials your body needs? Even more concerning is that if
you’re not consuming enough calories throughout your all-juice diet, your body will likely start
eating lean muscle instead of burning fat for energy. And you know what fat without the muscle
looks like—flab!As with other crash diets that severely limit your fat and caloric intake, the weight
you quickly lose on the most restrictive juice cleanses will almost always return to your hips,
tummy, and legs as soon as you begin to eat again. This is because you forced your body into
starvation mode where your metabolism slows down to a crawl in an effort to conserve calories
simply to keep moving. Once you start to eat real foods again, your body goes into a crazy sort
of stockpiling mode, storing those extra calories in fat cells it can live on in anticipation of your
next hunger strike. Kinda makes you rethink the reward of crash dieting, doesn’t it? We take a
different approach. The Suja Juice Solution is based on the very approaches used by many of
us to maintain and sustain general nutrition and health every day of our lives. As you might
expect, it involves a lot of kale and other mighty greens, but it’s not all about the juice because
we’re big believers in sustainable wellness—in other words, setting the foundation, day by sunny
day, for a long, beautiful, and healthy life.To help you get there, the Suja Juice Solution sets you
in motion toward establishing healthier dietary habits you can easily sustain for the next 7 days,
and for many weeks down the road. It starts with two simple steps—drink nutrient-dense juice in
combination with eating healthier whole foods. Yep, it’s that simple. Not only that, but as you
begin to consume more high-powered vegetable and fruit juice and nutrient-dense fresh foods



on a day-to-day basis, you will automatically, and perhaps even unconsciously, crave less of the
not-so-great stuff because you’re so full of what your body really wants and needs to function at
its highest health potential. It may sound too good to be true, but trust us, it happens.BELIEVE
IN YOURSELFWe’ll never forget the man who bought 30 bottles of juice on the spot when we
did our initial product rollout at Whole Foods Market in La Jolla. William, then in his mid-50s and
very overweight, approached us and explained that he was desperately looking for a plan to
overhaul his current diet and transform his general health. We suggested he begin drinking low-
sugar juices while consciously crowding out a few of his favorite not-so-healthy indulgences (his
were potato chips and French fries. What are yours? We all have ’em!) and create meals using
simple, whole foods.Fast-forward to a year later and William resurfaced at another of our product
events—but we didn’t know it was him at first. An energetic, fit man approached our table and
said, “Do you remember me? I bought 30 bottles of your juice when you first came on the
market. I became obsessed with juicing soon after that. I started making my own juice blends
every day and better managing what and how I eat. I’m within just a few pounds of my goal
weight.” We were all floored! He looked like a completely different person.Then there was Claire,
a young woman living in Seattle who was seeking a nutrition-based solution to improve the look
of her skin. We suggested hydrating and alkalizing green juice and limiting her consumption of
refined sugars. Two months later she wrote us back with an attached photo of her beautifully
clear and glowing skin. She claimed that once she cut processed sugar from her diet and began
drinking natural juice to satisfy her sweet cravings, her skin started to clear up almost overnight.
She wrote, “I finally like the face I see back in the mirror.”Finally, we love the sentiments
expressed by a good friend of the Suja family, Max Goldberg, the founder of
PressedJuiceDirectory.com and LivingMaxwell.com: “I have come to greatly appreciate and
understand that what I put into my body needs to support me on both a physical and emotional
level. As such, there is nothing that makes me feel so vibrant, happy, and energetic as starting
my morning by drinking organic juice. Juicing gives my body the essential nutrients and vitamins
that it needs to perform at its best and is critical for helping me maintain a positive and happy
outlook. In the past, I used to drink alcohol and do drugs—all to avoid life. I have since given
those things up and replaced them with organic juice, which helps me embrace life.”The
nutrients, minerals, enzymes, phytochemicals, and antioxidants found in fresh fruit and
vegetable juice and whole foods are what our bodies really need to function at their best. And
when you give your body what it truly desires, it no longer craves or holds on to what it doesn’t.
Fed the right ingredients, your body will quickly and quite easily reset itself, even in just 7
days.INTRODUCTIONJUICE ISa LIFECHANGERJuice can change your life. I know this is true,
because it absolutely saved mine.Hi, my name is Annie Lawless. I’m 27 years old and I’m one of
the happiest, most energetic, and healthiest people I know!! Yep, double exclamation marks. I’m
a certified holistic health and wellness coach, nutritional counselor, avid yogini, and the co-
founder of Suja Juice, currently the fastest-growing cold-pressed-beverage company in the
United States. My life is on the super-fast track forward and if my enthusiasm sounds excessive



or even a tad bit inflated, forgive me, but I’m just so psyched (or totally juiced, as we say in the
biz) to feel and look as good as I do today—because not so long ago, I didn’t look or feel so
hot.Let me explain. As a young girl, I suffered from really awful eczema, allergies, chronic ear
infections, and asthma. If you’re not familiar with eczema, it’s a pretty unsightly rash where the
skin becomes inflamed and irritated. And just my not-so-good luck, my eczema wasn’t
something that flared up occasionally. It appeared daily and faithfully throughout my childhood. I
remember way too many slumber parties where I’d have to sneak away to apply gloppy steroid
creams to my itchy skin. My skin condition was such a part of my everyday life, I carried tubes of
anti-itch cream on me at all times, so that I was armed in the event of attack. I made a habit of
wearing long-sleeved shirts and tights or leggings under my school uniform to hide the deep
scratches on my arms and legs. Yeah, it was gross and embarrassing, and that was just the
eczema.I was also allergic to everything, especially outdoors, where I couldn’t last five minutes
without having some sort of major reaction. I was constantly sneezing, coughing, or sniffling, and
after the steroid cream, Kleenex was my next best friend. Seriously, I was a mess.Throughout my
youth, Mom took me to the pediatrician’s office over and over again, but the only solution
seemed to be more steroid creams, inhalers, or antihistamines. While medicine often helped
initially, my faucet nose and scratchy skin always returned with a vengeance. By my preteen
years, I was so used to feeling and looking beat-up, I accepted that this was my “normal.” It’s how
I’d always look and feel, and I’d probably be on medications for the rest of my life.And then one
day I went to a new doctor who suggested that my watery eyes, runny nose, and skin rash may
actually be an indicator of an autoimmune disease. After several tests, I finally learned that I
suffer from lactose intolerance and celiac disease, an immune response to eating gluten, a
protein found in wheat, barley, and rye. Today there’s a growing awareness about this condition,
but at the time gluten intolerance was not a term as commonplace as it is now, so I recall
thinking I must be seriously ill. Am I going to die? My doctor explained that my body was
suffering from a severe inflammatory response to dairy and gluten. These substances were
acting as foreign invaders in my digestive system that my body couldn’t easily defend itself
against. In an effort to protect itself, she explained, my body was attacking itself. I had to agree—
I had the war wounds to prove it.To begin the healing process, I was instructed to remove all
gluten and dairy from my diet for one week. This meant giving up many of my favorite foods—
boxed cereal, peanut butter sandwiches, pasta, and bagels. What was I going to eat? I thought,
Yep, I’m going to die, but the opposite happened—for the first time I felt like I was actually living.
Within seven days of removing gluten and dairy from my diet, the eczema, allergies, and asthma
I’d suffered from for my entire life disappeared without a trace. No kidding—I’d never known a life
without these nasty conditions, and suddenly they were gone.I was liberated. After so many
years of suffering, I felt like I’d been handed the keys to unlock my highest health potential. I
finally understood the direct and powerful correlation between what I put into my body and how I
look and feel. For the majority of my life I’d been unknowingly eating foods that were highly
irritating to my body, and now I had the knowledge, power, and control to remove them, one by



one, and feel and look crazy-good.My fascination with nutrition was ignited and from that day
forward, I embarked on a personal health quest that changed the course of my life. Eventually, I
would become a certified health coach, holistic health practitioner, and the co-founder of Suja
Juice, but before all that I simply became an overnight health nerd, poring over books on
digestion, metabolism, and the properties of natural foods. Truly, I was the only teenager reading
Your Friendly Gut Guide over summer vacation. Like I said—an A-class nerd. But I didn’t care
because the more I learned about the basic principles of nutrition and put them into practice in
my own life, the better I felt. Based on my research, I began to develop a new diet and lifestyle
for myself where I consciously chose to remove, or “crowd out,” not-so-healthy foods and eat
only those foods that would rejuvenate my body, rather than slow it down. And that’s when juice
came into play.Because I’d spent my entire childhood unintentionally eating foods that
aggravated my system, my digestive tract was in major disrepair. The microvilli in my intestinal
lining—the finger-like projections on the surface of the intestinal cells that increase the surface
area available for absorbing nutrients—were damaged. My body could no longer properly ingest
the vital nutrients I needed for optimal health. Even though I’d severely altered my diet by
removing gluten and dairy and was consuming fresh fruits, vegetables, healthy fats, and lean
meats in abundance, I was still severely vitamin- and nutrient-deficient.Eager to change my body
and open to whatever method would get me there, I began drinking fresh, organic, nutrient-
dense juice to replenish my body with the concentrated nutrition I was lacking. What I soon
came to understand was how highly efficient juice could be for flooding the body with vital
nutrients, minerals, enzymes, phytochemicals, and antioxidants that are easily absorbed into
your system.Because juice contains very little fiber, drinking it requires very little digestive labor.
This is a good thing! Did you know that digestion is the hardest job your body does? Juice gives
your digestive tract a break from the significant energy expenditure required to separate juice
from the fiber of whole fruits and vegetables. When you drink pure juice, your body quickly and
easily absorbs all of the nutrition from the food because there’s no fiber in the way. Fiber, as
masterful as it is at regulating and cleaning your digestive tract, can interfere with your body’s
ability to absorb valuable nutrition.A medium carrot, for example, has 203 percent of your daily
requirement of vitamin A. That’s a mega dose! However, that carrot may also contain up to 3 or 4
grams of fiber that cannot be digested by your body. So when you eat that carrot, your body will
eliminate much of the indigestible fiber before it has had a chance to absorb and utilize the
valuable vitamin A locked inside.By drinking your fruits and vegetables, you can easily pack 2 or
3 pounds of nutrient-dense natural produce into one 12-ounce glass of juice. That’s a lot of
digestive enzymes, detoxifying chlorophyll, and concentrated green nutrition that the body can
absorb and benefit from without stressing the digestive tract.I’m the first to admit that I’m kind of
an extreme case, but the reality is that most of us—yourself included—could use a bit of help
when it comes to getting our digestion back on track, revving up our metabolism, and boosting
our nutrition. Over the course of your lifetime, you’ve likely indulged from time to time in heavily
processed, high-in-added-sugars, and not-so-healthy foods. You’re human, after all, and a



package of Oreos or a basket of chips can be hard for even the most disciplined to resist. You
may have also tried to counteract, or reverse, the occasional indulgence by following any
number of restrictive diets and weight-loss plans. And unless you live on a remote island or in
the far reaches of the planet, you’ve almost certainly been exposed to environmental
pollutants.All of these factors, individually and collectively, can negatively affect your digestive
tract, slow down your metabolism, and create nutrient deficiencies that may alter your overall
health and wellness. Even if you’re someone who’s always eaten healthy, and never experienced
any tummy issues that you’re aware of, your digestive system has likely still been put through a
lot. Again, this is because digestion uses the most energy of all the bodily processes. When you
think about how many times per day you eat, and how many months and years you’ve been
feeding yourself, you can begin to understand how much digestive labor that is. Your body has
been working overtime.In order to look and feel your best, at some point or another you need to
give your digestive system a much-needed break. Giving your digestive system a rest from
heavy foods, irritants, and chemicals and replacing them with simple, whole foods and nutrient-,
mineral-, and antioxidant-dense juice that can be absorbed into your system with little digestive
labor is extremely beneficial—no matter who you are. And once you’ve given your digestion a
chance to flush out the junk, rest, and repair, it can work harder for you than ever.BABY, IT’S
TIMETO SHINE!If in 7 days of modifying my diet, I felt like a brand-new version of myself, just
think how you’ll feel after losing a few bad habits and adding high-powered juice and healthier
foods to yours. Freakin’ A-mazing is the answer. Think about it—by this time next week, you, too,
can be the you that you’ve always wanted to be when you start a new job or run into your ex on
the street. It’s you when you’re killing it! I mean, who doesn’t want that, right?The health benefits
of following the Suja Juice Solution may include:• Renewed clarity, focus, and energy•
Healthier skin, hair, and nails• Faster metabolism• Easier digestion and elimination•
Increased hydration and greater flexibility• Better sleep• Reduced hunger and fewer sugar
cravings• Feeling more satisfied and full after meals• Less fat on your body than a week ago!
The health benefits of the Suja Juice Solution can be extensive and the program is based on the
simple diet and lifestyle approach I began to create for myself so many years ago to help heal
my digestive sensitivities to gluten and dairy. It’s evolved, since then, into an accessible program
that can benefit anyone, whoever you are. The program you’re about to begin hasn’t only worked
wonders for me. In fact, the Suja Juice Solution has been inspired by juice devotees of all ages,
shapes, sizes, and walks of life, including many in the Suja family who have their own
transformative 7-day stories (you’ll hear from many of them in the pages ahead), and who are
equally as passionate and as committed to helping people improve their health and nutrition,
one juice at a time.Take Jeff Church, CEO and co-founder of Suja Juice. His life did a complete
180 once he integrated juice into his life…Hi, I’m Jeff and I grew up in the Midwest where meals
traditionally consist of meat, potatoes, and more meat. When I was first approached by a
business colleague and good friend, James Brennan, to grow distribution of a line of green
juices that he believed had changed his and his wife’s lives, I said, “I don’t know. I know juice is



hot right now, but drinking it sounds like health with the punishment.” I was familiar with the juice
craze. I knew it was popular, but really, how much change could adding it to your diet bring
about? What could really happen in 7 days? James wouldn’t back down, though. At the time, we
worked out of the same office space and he’d regularly show up with bottles of earthy green,
red, and orange juices he was drinking, and I thought, No way am I drinking that stuff. But in an
effort to get him off my back, I finally tried one. Wow, it really did stop me in my tracks. I’ve always
stood firm that I’m not willing to eat something just because it’s good for me. I’ll try anything
once, but it has to taste good, too, and this bottle of juice blew me away. I actually liked it. I
thought, Well, if I can enjoy this, anyone can. What’s more, after only a few days of ditching my
coffee habit and replacing it with juice, I began to feel… younger. More energetic, more focused
at work, and like my metabolism had been given a kick in the pants. I took some home for my
wife and she soon claimed that after drinking a juice or two throughout the day, she felt more
fluid, light, and comfortable in her body. My kids started drinking it, too, and soon they were
demanding it instead of soda. This juice—it was the craziest thing.It wasn’t long before I
assumed the role of CEO of Suja, and I continue to be amazed by the transformative and
restorative power of simple vitamin- and nutrient-dense ingredients. Old habits die hard, so I’m
the first to admit that I slip up from time to time (Annie can attest to this!), and when I do eat or
drink something less than healthy, I don’t beat myself up too much about it because I know how
to quickly and easily get back on track. It typically only takes one green juice and a simple,
balanced meal before I’m feeling and looking a whole lot better. I continue to be amazed at how
these relatively simple changes to my diet have transformed me into the healthiest version of
myself. Today Suja is populated by nearly 200 people like Annie and me who share a similar
passion for health and wellness, and we’re all committed to working every day with a mission of
helping even more people like you understand how to significantly shift how you look and feel—
one juice at a time.MORE THAN JUICE!While juice is central to this 7-day program, the
refreshing news is that the Suja Juice Solution extends far beyond juice. It’s not a severe cleanse
or restrictive juice diet where you only drink liquids. This program offers you more. And by more,
we mean food! Don’t get us wrong—juice cleanses and “detoxes” have their place, and at Suja
we’ve developed several. Many of our celebrity customers love them for how they help them to
look and feel before a big premiere or strutting down the red carpet, but a juice cleanse has a
hard expiration date. Meaning, it’s not a sustainable lifestyle because subsisting on liquids alone
isn’t how real people live—let alone survive and thrive. Red-carpet moments are just that—
moments. Sooner than later, the human body not only wants to, but also needs to eat real
food.Did you know that if you’re not careful, juice only diets can rob your body of protein, leaving
you deficient in the nutrients and materials your body needs? Even more concerning is that if
you’re not consuming enough calories throughout your all-juice diet, your body will likely start
eating lean muscle instead of burning fat for energy. And you know what fat without the muscle
looks like—flab!As with other crash diets that severely limit your fat and caloric intake, the weight
you quickly lose on the most restrictive juice cleanses will almost always return to your hips,



tummy, and legs as soon as you begin to eat again. This is because you forced your body into
starvation mode where your metabolism slows down to a crawl in an effort to conserve calories
simply to keep moving. Once you start to eat real foods again, your body goes into a crazy sort
of stockpiling mode, storing those extra calories in fat cells it can live on in anticipation of your
next hunger strike. Kinda makes you rethink the reward of crash dieting, doesn’t it? We take a
different approach. The Suja Juice Solution is based on the very approaches used by many of
us to maintain and sustain general nutrition and health every day of our lives. As you might
expect, it involves a lot of kale and other mighty greens, but it’s not all about the juice because
we’re big believers in sustainable wellness—in other words, setting the foundation, day by sunny
day, for a long, beautiful, and healthy life.To help you get there, the Suja Juice Solution sets you
in motion toward establishing healthier dietary habits you can easily sustain for the next 7 days,
and for many weeks down the road. It starts with two simple steps—drink nutrient-dense juice in
combination with eating healthier whole foods. Yep, it’s that simple. Not only that, but as you
begin to consume more high-powered vegetable and fruit juice and nutrient-dense fresh foods
on a day-to-day basis, you will automatically, and perhaps even unconsciously, crave less of the
not-so-great stuff because you’re so full of what your body really wants and needs to function at
its highest health potential. It may sound too good to be true, but trust us, it happens.BELIEVE
IN YOURSELFWe’ll never forget the man who bought 30 bottles of juice on the spot when we
did our initial product rollout at Whole Foods Market in La Jolla. William, then in his mid-50s and
very overweight, approached us and explained that he was desperately looking for a plan to
overhaul his current diet and transform his general health. We suggested he begin drinking low-
sugar juices while consciously crowding out a few of his favorite not-so-healthy indulgences (his
were potato chips and French fries. What are yours? We all have ’em!) and create meals using
simple, whole foods.Fast-forward to a year later and William resurfaced at another of our product
events—but we didn’t know it was him at first. An energetic, fit man approached our table and
said, “Do you remember me? I bought 30 bottles of your juice when you first came on the
market. I became obsessed with juicing soon after that. I started making my own juice blends
every day and better managing what and how I eat. I’m within just a few pounds of my goal
weight.” We were all floored! He looked like a completely different person.Then there was Claire,
a young woman living in Seattle who was seeking a nutrition-based solution to improve the look
of her skin. We suggested hydrating and alkalizing green juice and limiting her consumption of
refined sugars. Two months later she wrote us back with an attached photo of her beautifully
clear and glowing skin. She claimed that once she cut processed sugar from her diet and began
drinking natural juice to satisfy her sweet cravings, her skin started to clear up almost overnight.
She wrote, “I finally like the face I see back in the mirror.”Finally, we love the sentiments
expressed by a good friend of the Suja family, Max Goldberg, the founder of
PressedJuiceDirectory.com and LivingMaxwell.com: “I have come to greatly appreciate and
understand that what I put into my body needs to support me on both a physical and emotional
level. As such, there is nothing that makes me feel so vibrant, happy, and energetic as starting



my morning by drinking organic juice. Juicing gives my body the essential nutrients and vitamins
that it needs to perform at its best and is critical for helping me maintain a positive and happy
outlook. In the past, I used to drink alcohol and do drugs—all to avoid life. I have since given
those things up and replaced them with organic juice, which helps me embrace life.”The
nutrients, minerals, enzymes, phytochemicals, and antioxidants found in fresh fruit and
vegetable juice and whole foods are what our bodies really need to function at their best. And
when you give your body what it truly desires, it no longer craves or holds on to what it doesn’t.
Fed the right ingredients, your body will quickly and quite easily reset itself, even in just 7
days.Part 1JUICE IS OURJUICY SECRETPart 1JUICE IS OURJUICY SECRETCHAPTER
1TheSCIENCEBEHIND theSUJA JUICESOLUTIONBefore you start the week that will radically
shift many of your current habits and improve your health and wellness in immeasurable ways,
we think it’s worth your time to learn a bit more about many of the key health benefits of juicing
and why the Suja Juice Solution can work so well. We don’t want to bog you down with too much
science and overcomplicate the concept of juicing (after all, you’re probably anxious to get
started), but by understanding how your body reacts to what you put in it, you’ll likely be more
inspired to fully embrace the program. This knowledge will also help explain the exciting
changes to your body every step of the way.WHAT EXACTLYIS JUICING?Let’s start with the
basics. Juicing is extracting the liquid from a fruit or vegetable using either a centrifuge or a
press. A centrifugal juicer involves a fast whirring blade that shreds the produce and pushes it
through a strainer, yielding the liquid and leaving the pulp in the strainer. A press involves
grinding the produce into a bag, pressing the bag between two plates, and extracting nearly
every last drop of the juice out of the pulp.No Juicer RequiredFor our best advice on selecting a
juicer, see chapter 5, Your New Kitchen Tools. Also, we’ve included blender-friendly recipes for
all the juices in the program for those of you who don’t have, or plan on purchasing, a juicer. You
can find all juice-to-blended conversions in part 3, Recipes.Both methods of juicing are effective,
but in our opinion cold-pressing is nutritionally superior to the centrifugal method, for several
reasons. First off, the fast whirring blade in the centrifugal method draws in heat and oxygen,
which can damage nutrients, kill valuable enzymes, and cause the juice to oxidize quickly. If you
use a centrifugal juicer, aim to consume your juices immediately after juicing to avoid too much
nutrient loss from oxidation. If you use a cold press, your juice will keep for longer. Cold-pressed
juice can chill in your fridge for up to two days and will retain its deep vibrant color, rich flavor,
and vital nutrient density because it oxidizes at a much slower rate. The cold-pressing method
also yields more juice than the centrifugal method because the pulp left in a centrifugal blade is
usually still wet (meaning there’s still juice in the pulp), while the pulp left over from a cold-press
juicer is usually dry—you get nearly every last drop of goodness from the produce used.
Because more juice is extracted, fewer fruits and veggies need to be used.JUICE ISNUTRIENT-
DENSEJuicing fruits and vegetables is a highly effective way to flood the body with vital nutrients
in their purest form, including vitamins, minerals, amino acids, electrolytes, and digestive
enzymes your body needs to function optimally. This is because juice contains very little fiber.



The process of juicing separates the juice from the fiber of the plant, leaving behind the pulp that
can often inhibit the absorption of valuable nutrients by the body. When you drink pure juice, your
body can quickly and easily absorb much of the nutrition from the food you’re consuming and
assimilate the vitamins, minerals, enzymes, phytochemicals, and rich chlorophyll throughout
your body. It’s also an easy way to get more fruits and vegetables into your diet: a 16-ounce
juice, without the added water, can pack up to 3 pounds of plant nutrition that you likely wouldn’t
sit down and eat at once.Digestion, Absorption,and EliminationDigestion is the breakdown of
food both mechanically (chewing, grinding, mixing) and chemically (digestive enzymes, bile,
acids). Absorption comes next and it occurs in the small intestine, which is lined with microvilli—
small, finger-like projections that are responsible for absorbing the nutrients from your food. A
food that is very easily digested is one very easily absorbed. Fresh fruit and veggie juices fit this
bill: They are easily digested and absorbed by the body almost instantly. Once a food has been
absorbed in the small intestine, it’s assimilated—useful nutrients and chemicals are delivered
into the body’s cells. Elimination is the final stop where non-useful metabolic waste is excreted
via the kidneys, urinary tract, and colon.• Enzymes. When you consume enzyme-dense living
plants, digestion begins as soon as your food enters your mouth. By the time your food reaches
your stomach, less digestive labor is necessary, giving your body a break from the significant
energy expenditure required to break down food. Enzymes in food are destroyed by heat, so by
consuming cool or room-temperature enzyme-rich fresh fruit and veggie juices, your body
enjoys their maximum benefits.• Phytochemicals are naturally occurring compounds in plants
and some of the body’s biggest superheroes. There are thousands of phytochemicals—
including antioxidants, flavonoids, and carotenoids, like beta-carotene—in different foods we
eat. Fruit and veggie juices are extremely rich in these compounds due to their pure
concentrated plant content.• Electrolytes are substances containing free ions that conduct
electricity. All life-forms, including humans, need electrolytes to survive. Sodium, potassium, and
magnesium are three common electrolytes that muscles, including the heart, need in order to
contract. When electrolytes are imbalanced, your body is imbalanced. Water does not contain
electrolytes, but fruit and veggie juices are very rich in electrolytes and can help maintain a
healthy balance of sodium, potassium, and magnesium in the body while also providing
hydration, vitamins, and minerals.• Amino acids are the raw materials that work with enzymes
to build muscles, blood, and organs, and to produce hormones. They play a role in many body
functions and systems including digestion and assimilation of foods, cell renewal, and liver
function. Deficiencies can cause poor digestion. All juices contain easily digested amino acids,
and greens and sprouts have the highest content.• Chlorophyll is the green pigment in plants
and is a very alkaline, or neutralizing, substance. Because our bodies tend to be acidic from the
overconsumption of processed foods, dairy, coffee, soda, and sugar, alkalizing juice can help
neutralize that acidity and bring our pH levels back into balance. Chlorophyll-dense foods can
also help to relieve constipation by breaking up toxic matter in the colon.JUICE IS A
GREATNEUTRALIZERYour pH balance is the measurement between acid and alkaline in the



body. Ideally, your pH should land somewhere around 7.4, which is slightly alkaline. While it’s
most beneficial to consume both acid and alkaline foods to maintain a healthy equilibrium in the
body, the American diet is generally more acidic than alkaline, which means many of us are
experiencing a pH imbalance that can lead to any number of health problems. For example, a
pH imbalance in the body has been linked to digestive issues like heartburn, bloating, and
constipation. Not a very healthy feeling!To correct your pH imbalance and move your body back
toward a healthy equilibrium, it’s important to shift your diet toward more alkaline than acidic
foods, which is exactly what the Suja Juice Solution does. Every day, you will consume juices
that contain a concentrated dose of highly alkaline greens. You will also be eating whole-food
meals high in neutralizing fruits and veggies, healthy fats and oils, and gluten-free grains. At the
same time, you will crowd out some of the most acidic foods like dairy, sugar, soy, processed
foods, caffeine, and alcohol. Note: The aim of this program is not to alkalize your consumption
entirely, but to create meals where 75 to 80 percent of your plate is alkaline and the other 20 to
25 percent is acidic.JUICE HELPS TOFLUSH OUT WASTEThe Suja Juice Solution is designed
to reset your body to a cleaner, more balanced state by flushing out waste—processed food
residues, irritants, and pollutants that have built up, often as physical weight, over time. By
crowding out your consumption of less-than-healthy, difficult-to-digest foods and crowding in
pure, nutrient-dense juice and alkalizing whole foods, you allow your body to begin the important
process of reducing waste because, quite simply, you’ve stopped piling more junk on top of the
heap. Additionally, when the body is clean and has the nutrition it needs to function as intended,
the removal of waste and weight happens easily and naturally because the digestive organs are
supported in doing their jobs efficiently.Many of the foods that you will be crowding out over the
course of this program are considered wasteful—that is, “filled with waste”—because they
introduce into the body foreign chemicals, particles, and pollutants that cannot be digested and
eliminated properly, so they are stored in the tissues and blood and interfere with natural
processes. In particular, the elimination organs and the body’s digestion and metabolism cannot
function optimally if the body is clogged up with this stuff. Waste that sits in the intestines for too
long can lead to bloating, constipation, weight gain, and even malabsorption, where the intestine
has difficulty absorbing nutrients from food. Improperly eliminated waste can also compromise
healthy intestinal bacteria causing brain fog, sluggishness, and fatigue.The alkaline, mineral-
dense qualities of fresh, hydrating juices nourish and support the function of the digestive organs
—the pancreas, small and large intestines, gallbladder, and liver, which are all vital for
performing crucial metabolic functions in the body, including the digestion of fat. Certain juices—
carrot, for example, with its high levels of beta-carotene and numerous other carotenes like
lutein and lycopene—are especially supportive to the liver. Beta-carotene is converted to vitamin
A in the body, where it is believed to act as a potent antioxidant that attacks free radicals. Vitamin
A is also believed to reduce fat in the liver, which helps to detoxify the body.JUICE BENEFITS
YOURIMMUNE SYSTEMCertain vitamins and minerals are crucial to a healthy immune system.
These include zinc, selenium, iron, vitamins A, C, and E, folic acid, vitamin B6, and copper. A



deficiency in these nutrients, even a slight one, can impair a healthy immune response. Not only
is the typical American diet lacking in many of these key vitamins, minerals, and nutrients, but
many of the processed foods we eat (which are high in sugar, salt, unnatural fats, and
chemicals) further compromise the immune system. Juicing fresh, whole, organic fruits and
vegetables is an effective immune-supporting practice because they’re nutrient-dense; they
provide the body’s immune system with much of the nutrition it needs to respond appropriately.
Over the course of this program, you will maximize the juice that floods the body with
concentrated nutrition while minimizing foods and substances that compromise your immune
system.A Nourishing DrinkJuice itself is not a magic bullet. It does not melt away pounds or
reverse the aging process. What juice does do is nourish the body so your organs can function
properly, efficiently, and at peak performance. Fresh fruit and vegetable juices contain extremely
valuable concentrated vitamins, minerals, and enzymes that support healthy immune system
function, digestion, and metabolic functions.JUICE CURBS CRAVINGSThe Suja Juice Solution
is designed to fill you up with concentrated plant nutrition and hydration, reducing many of your
cravings for processed, oily, sugary, and salty foods. Did you know that dehydration is often
mistaken for hunger, and that in many instances, a hunger craving is the result of a vitamin,
mineral, or nutrient deficiency? For example, if you aren’t getting enough magnesium, you might
be craving chocolate. If you aren’t getting enough iron, you might be craving a burger. If you
aren’t getting enough omega-3 fatty acids, you might be craving salty potato chips. If you aren’t
getting enough calcium, you might be craving ice cream. When you nourish your body with what
it truly needs, it’s not left craving or wanting more, because it’s been properly fed. The Suja Juice
Solution uses juice to both hydrate and nourish your body with essential nutrients. Used in this
way, it becomes a powerful catalyst toward making better food choices and diminishing cravings
—most notably the craving for sugar.“Sugar” GoesBy Many NamesAgaveArtificial
sweetenersBarley maltBeet sugarBrown rice syrupBrown sugarCane sugarCarob syrupCoconut
sugarCorn syrupDate sugarEvaporated cane juiceFruit juice concentrateGlucoseHigh-fructose
corn syrupHoneyLactoseMalt syrupMaltodextrinMaple syrupMolassesOat syrup“Raw”
sugarRefined white sugarSorghumSucanatTapioca syrupTurbinado sugarSugar is America’s
biggest contributor to obesity and diabetes, and recent studies have suggested that the
chemical reactions that sugar creates in the brain are more addictive than drugs like heroin and
cocaine. The majority of us can probably attest that the more we eat the sweet stuff, the more we
want it. Unfortunately, because sugar is in so many of the foods we consume—often without our
even realizing it—this creates a cycle of addiction and overconsumption of unnatural quantities
and forms. (Just start reading food labels and you’ll soon recognize that sugar, in some form or
another, is ubiquitous.)So how do we begin to curb our cravings for sugar, and the nearly
inevitable addiction to it?You can start now by eating less processed sugar and incorporating
pure juice into your diet.When you crowd out processed, concentrated, and refined sugars with
the natural sugars contained in pure juice (unprocessed fructose and glucose), you satisfy your
craving for sweetness. At the same time, your body can easily absorb and efficiently metabolize



the natural, unprocessed sugars in juice and use them for energy right away.JUICE + WHOLE
FOOD =SUSTAINABLE HEALTHTo function at its highest health potential, your body needs a
balanced combination of proteins, fats, and carbohydrates from a variety of food sources. This is
why the Suja Juice Solution is not a juice-only program but one that deliberately combines fresh
juices with whole foods. While the program is juice-centric (we are juice makers, after all), the
juices and tonics you’ll be drinking over the course of the next 7 to 28 days will benefit your body
most when consumed in combination with the recommended foods. The juices have been
carefully designed by Bryan Riblett, a graduate of the Culinary Institute of America and head of
innovation for Suja, and the whole-food meals have been created by Annie Lawless, nutritional
counselor and co-founder of Suja. The juices + whole-food meals work together to optimally
stimulate the digestion, absorption, and assimilation of supercharged nutrition throughout your
body, along with the elimination of unusable waste. Included in the pages ahead are 75 of our
favorite family recipes for morning, midday, and early-evening juice + whole-food meals, plus
ideas for grab ’n’ go snacks, desserts, spirits, and everything you need to know to make your
own Suja juices at home. We’ve also included 30-plus bonus-hydration recipes for when you’re
craving something extra juicy.With the science out of the way, it’s time to begin to experience the
epic taste and nutritional benefits of the Suja Juice Solution.CHAPTER 1TheSCIENCEBEHIND
theSUJA JUICESOLUTIONBefore you start the week that will radically shift many of your current
habits and improve your health and wellness in immeasurable ways, we think it’s worth your time
to learn a bit more about many of the key health benefits of juicing and why the Suja Juice
Solution can work so well. We don’t want to bog you down with too much science and
overcomplicate the concept of juicing (after all, you’re probably anxious to get started), but by
understanding how your body reacts to what you put in it, you’ll likely be more inspired to fully
embrace the program. This knowledge will also help explain the exciting changes to your body
every step of the way.WHAT EXACTLYIS JUICING?Let’s start with the basics. Juicing is
extracting the liquid from a fruit or vegetable using either a centrifuge or a press. A centrifugal
juicer involves a fast whirring blade that shreds the produce and pushes it through a strainer,
yielding the liquid and leaving the pulp in the strainer. A press involves grinding the produce into
a bag, pressing the bag between two plates, and extracting nearly every last drop of the juice out
of the pulp.No Juicer RequiredFor our best advice on selecting a juicer, see chapter 5, Your New
Kitchen Tools. Also, we’ve included blender-friendly recipes for all the juices in the program for
those of you who don’t have, or plan on purchasing, a juicer. You can find all juice-to-blended
conversions in part 3, Recipes.No Juicer RequiredFor our best advice on selecting a juicer, see
chapter 5, Your New Kitchen Tools. Also, we’ve included blender-friendly recipes for all the juices
in the program for those of you who don’t have, or plan on purchasing, a juicer. You can find all
juice-to-blended conversions in part 3, Recipes.Both methods of juicing are effective, but in our
opinion cold-pressing is nutritionally superior to the centrifugal method, for several reasons. First
off, the fast whirring blade in the centrifugal method draws in heat and oxygen, which can
damage nutrients, kill valuable enzymes, and cause the juice to oxidize quickly. If you use a



centrifugal juicer, aim to consume your juices immediately after juicing to avoid too much
nutrient loss from oxidation. If you use a cold press, your juice will keep for longer. Cold-pressed
juice can chill in your fridge for up to two days and will retain its deep vibrant color, rich flavor,
and vital nutrient density because it oxidizes at a much slower rate. The cold-pressing method
also yields more juice than the centrifugal method because the pulp left in a centrifugal blade is
usually still wet (meaning there’s still juice in the pulp), while the pulp left over from a cold-press
juicer is usually dry—you get nearly every last drop of goodness from the produce used.
Because more juice is extracted, fewer fruits and veggies need to be used.JUICE ISNUTRIENT-
DENSEJuicing fruits and vegetables is a highly effective way to flood the body with vital nutrients
in their purest form, including vitamins, minerals, amino acids, electrolytes, and digestive
enzymes your body needs to function optimally. This is because juice contains very little fiber.
The process of juicing separates the juice from the fiber of the plant, leaving behind the pulp that
can often inhibit the absorption of valuable nutrients by the body. When you drink pure juice, your
body can quickly and easily absorb much of the nutrition from the food you’re consuming and
assimilate the vitamins, minerals, enzymes, phytochemicals, and rich chlorophyll throughout
your body. It’s also an easy way to get more fruits and vegetables into your diet: a 16-ounce
juice, without the added water, can pack up to 3 pounds of plant nutrition that you likely wouldn’t
sit down and eat at once.Digestion, Absorption,and EliminationDigestion is the breakdown of
food both mechanically (chewing, grinding, mixing) and chemically (digestive enzymes, bile,
acids). Absorption comes next and it occurs in the small intestine, which is lined with microvilli—
small, finger-like projections that are responsible for absorbing the nutrients from your food. A
food that is very easily digested is one very easily absorbed. Fresh fruit and veggie juices fit this
bill: They are easily digested and absorbed by the body almost instantly. Once a food has been
absorbed in the small intestine, it’s assimilated—useful nutrients and chemicals are delivered
into the body’s cells. Elimination is the final stop where non-useful metabolic waste is excreted
via the kidneys, urinary tract, and colon.Digestion, Absorption,and EliminationDigestion is the
breakdown of food both mechanically (chewing, grinding, mixing) and chemically (digestive
enzymes, bile, acids). Absorption comes next and it occurs in the small intestine, which is lined
with microvilli—small, finger-like projections that are responsible for absorbing the nutrients from
your food. A food that is very easily digested is one very easily absorbed. Fresh fruit and veggie
juices fit this bill: They are easily digested and absorbed by the body almost instantly. Once a
food has been absorbed in the small intestine, it’s assimilated—useful nutrients and chemicals
are delivered into the body’s cells. Elimination is the final stop where non-useful metabolic waste
is excreted via the kidneys, urinary tract, and colon.• Enzymes. When you consume enzyme-
dense living plants, digestion begins as soon as your food enters your mouth. By the time your
food reaches your stomach, less digestive labor is necessary, giving your body a break from the
significant energy expenditure required to break down food. Enzymes in food are destroyed by
heat, so by consuming cool or room-temperature enzyme-rich fresh fruit and veggie juices, your
body enjoys their maximum benefits.• Phytochemicals are naturally occurring compounds in



plants and some of the body’s biggest superheroes. There are thousands of phytochemicals—
including antioxidants, flavonoids, and carotenoids, like beta-carotene—in different foods we
eat. Fruit and veggie juices are extremely rich in these compounds due to their pure
concentrated plant content.• Electrolytes are substances containing free ions that conduct
electricity. All life-forms, including humans, need electrolytes to survive. Sodium, potassium, and
magnesium are three common electrolytes that muscles, including the heart, need in order to
contract. When electrolytes are imbalanced, your body is imbalanced. Water does not contain
electrolytes, but fruit and veggie juices are very rich in electrolytes and can help maintain a
healthy balance of sodium, potassium, and magnesium in the body while also providing
hydration, vitamins, and minerals.• Amino acids are the raw materials that work with enzymes
to build muscles, blood, and organs, and to produce hormones. They play a role in many body
functions and systems including digestion and assimilation of foods, cell renewal, and liver
function. Deficiencies can cause poor digestion. All juices contain easily digested amino acids,
and greens and sprouts have the highest content.• Chlorophyll is the green pigment in plants
and is a very alkaline, or neutralizing, substance. Because our bodies tend to be acidic from the
overconsumption of processed foods, dairy, coffee, soda, and sugar, alkalizing juice can help
neutralize that acidity and bring our pH levels back into balance. Chlorophyll-dense foods can
also help to relieve constipation by breaking up toxic matter in the colon.JUICE IS A
GREATNEUTRALIZERYour pH balance is the measurement between acid and alkaline in the
body. Ideally, your pH should land somewhere around 7.4, which is slightly alkaline. While it’s
most beneficial to consume both acid and alkaline foods to maintain a healthy equilibrium in the
body, the American diet is generally more acidic than alkaline, which means many of us are
experiencing a pH imbalance that can lead to any number of health problems. For example, a
pH imbalance in the body has been linked to digestive issues like heartburn, bloating, and
constipation. Not a very healthy feeling!To correct your pH imbalance and move your body back
toward a healthy equilibrium, it’s important to shift your diet toward more alkaline than acidic
foods, which is exactly what the Suja Juice Solution does. Every day, you will consume juices
that contain a concentrated dose of highly alkaline greens. You will also be eating whole-food
meals high in neutralizing fruits and veggies, healthy fats and oils, and gluten-free grains. At the
same time, you will crowd out some of the most acidic foods like dairy, sugar, soy, processed
foods, caffeine, and alcohol. Note: The aim of this program is not to alkalize your consumption
entirely, but to create meals where 75 to 80 percent of your plate is alkaline and the other 20 to
25 percent is acidic.JUICE HELPS TOFLUSH OUT WASTEThe Suja Juice Solution is designed
to reset your body to a cleaner, more balanced state by flushing out waste—processed food
residues, irritants, and pollutants that have built up, often as physical weight, over time. By
crowding out your consumption of less-than-healthy, difficult-to-digest foods and crowding in
pure, nutrient-dense juice and alkalizing whole foods, you allow your body to begin the important
process of reducing waste because, quite simply, you’ve stopped piling more junk on top of the
heap. Additionally, when the body is clean and has the nutrition it needs to function as intended,



the removal of waste and weight happens easily and naturally because the digestive organs are
supported in doing their jobs efficiently.Many of the foods that you will be crowding out over the
course of this program are considered wasteful—that is, “filled with waste”—because they
introduce into the body foreign chemicals, particles, and pollutants that cannot be digested and
eliminated properly, so they are stored in the tissues and blood and interfere with natural
processes. In particular, the elimination organs and the body’s digestion and metabolism cannot
function optimally if the body is clogged up with this stuff. Waste that sits in the intestines for too
long can lead to bloating, constipation, weight gain, and even malabsorption, where the intestine
has difficulty absorbing nutrients from food. Improperly eliminated waste can also compromise
healthy intestinal bacteria causing brain fog, sluggishness, and fatigue.The alkaline, mineral-
dense qualities of fresh, hydrating juices nourish and support the function of the digestive organs
—the pancreas, small and large intestines, gallbladder, and liver, which are all vital for
performing crucial metabolic functions in the body, including the digestion of fat. Certain juices—
carrot, for example, with its high levels of beta-carotene and numerous other carotenes like
lutein and lycopene—are especially supportive to the liver. Beta-carotene is converted to vitamin
A in the body, where it is believed to act as a potent antioxidant that attacks free radicals. Vitamin
A is also believed to reduce fat in the liver, which helps to detoxify the body.JUICE BENEFITS
YOURIMMUNE SYSTEMCertain vitamins and minerals are crucial to a healthy immune system.
These include zinc, selenium, iron, vitamins A, C, and E, folic acid, vitamin B6, and copper. A
deficiency in these nutrients, even a slight one, can impair a healthy immune response. Not only
is the typical American diet lacking in many of these key vitamins, minerals, and nutrients, but
many of the processed foods we eat (which are high in sugar, salt, unnatural fats, and
chemicals) further compromise the immune system. Juicing fresh, whole, organic fruits and
vegetables is an effective immune-supporting practice because they’re nutrient-dense; they
provide the body’s immune system with much of the nutrition it needs to respond appropriately.
Over the course of this program, you will maximize the juice that floods the body with
concentrated nutrition while minimizing foods and substances that compromise your immune
system.A Nourishing DrinkJuice itself is not a magic bullet. It does not melt away pounds or
reverse the aging process. What juice does do is nourish the body so your organs can function
properly, efficiently, and at peak performance. Fresh fruit and vegetable juices contain extremely
valuable concentrated vitamins, minerals, and enzymes that support healthy immune system
function, digestion, and metabolic functions.A Nourishing DrinkJuice itself is not a magic bullet.
It does not melt away pounds or reverse the aging process. What juice does do is nourish the
body so your organs can function properly, efficiently, and at peak performance. Fresh fruit and
vegetable juices contain extremely valuable concentrated vitamins, minerals, and enzymes that
support healthy immune system function, digestion, and metabolic functions.JUICE CURBS
CRAVINGSThe Suja Juice Solution is designed to fill you up with concentrated plant nutrition
and hydration, reducing many of your cravings for processed, oily, sugary, and salty foods. Did
you know that dehydration is often mistaken for hunger, and that in many instances, a hunger



craving is the result of a vitamin, mineral, or nutrient deficiency? For example, if you aren’t
getting enough magnesium, you might be craving chocolate. If you aren’t getting enough iron,
you might be craving a burger. If you aren’t getting enough omega-3 fatty acids, you might be
craving salty potato chips. If you aren’t getting enough calcium, you might be craving ice cream.
When you nourish your body with what it truly needs, it’s not left craving or wanting more,
because it’s been properly fed. The Suja Juice Solution uses juice to both hydrate and nourish
your body with essential nutrients. Used in this way, it becomes a powerful catalyst toward
making better food choices and diminishing cravings—most notably the craving for
sugar.“Sugar” GoesBy Many NamesAgaveArtificial sweetenersBarley maltBeet sugarBrown rice
syrupBrown sugarCane sugarCarob syrupCoconut sugarCorn syrupDate sugarEvaporated cane
juiceFruit juice concentrateGlucoseHigh-fructose corn syrupHoneyLactoseMalt
syrupMaltodextrinMaple syrupMolassesOat syrup“Raw” sugarRefined white
sugarSorghumSucanatTapioca syrupTurbinado sugar“Sugar” GoesBy Many
NamesAgaveArtificial sweetenersBarley maltBeet sugarBrown rice syrupBrown sugarCane
sugarCarob syrupCoconut sugarCorn syrupDate sugarEvaporated cane juiceFruit juice
concentrateGlucoseHigh-fructose corn syrupHoneyLactoseMalt syrupMaltodextrinMaple
syrupMolassesOat syrup“Raw” sugarRefined white sugarSorghumSucanatTapioca
syrupTurbinado sugarSugar is America’s biggest contributor to obesity and diabetes, and recent
studies have suggested that the chemical reactions that sugar creates in the brain are more
addictive than drugs like heroin and cocaine. The majority of us can probably attest that the
more we eat the sweet stuff, the more we want it. Unfortunately, because sugar is in so many of
the foods we consume—often without our even realizing it—this creates a cycle of addiction and
overconsumption of unnatural quantities and forms. (Just start reading food labels and you’ll
soon recognize that sugar, in some form or another, is ubiquitous.)So how do we begin to curb
our cravings for sugar, and the nearly inevitable addiction to it?You can start now by eating less
processed sugar and incorporating pure juice into your diet.When you crowd out processed,
concentrated, and refined sugars with the natural sugars contained in pure juice (unprocessed
fructose and glucose), you satisfy your craving for sweetness. At the same time, your body can
easily absorb and efficiently metabolize the natural, unprocessed sugars in juice and use them
for energy right away.JUICE + WHOLE FOOD =SUSTAINABLE HEALTHTo function at its
highest health potential, your body needs a balanced combination of proteins, fats, and
carbohydrates from a variety of food sources. This is why the Suja Juice Solution is not a juice-
only program but one that deliberately combines fresh juices with whole foods. While the
program is juice-centric (we are juice makers, after all), the juices and tonics you’ll be drinking
over the course of the next 7 to 28 days will benefit your body most when consumed in
combination with the recommended foods. The juices have been carefully designed by Bryan
Riblett, a graduate of the Culinary Institute of America and head of innovation for Suja, and the
whole-food meals have been created by Annie Lawless, nutritional counselor and co-founder of
Suja. The juices + whole-food meals work together to optimally stimulate the digestion,



absorption, and assimilation of supercharged nutrition throughout your body, along with the
elimination of unusable waste. Included in the pages ahead are 75 of our favorite family recipes
for morning, midday, and early-evening juice + whole-food meals, plus ideas for grab ’n’ go
snacks, desserts, spirits, and everything you need to know to make your own Suja juices at
home. We’ve also included 30-plus bonus-hydration recipes for when you’re craving something
extra juicy.With the science out of the way, it’s time to begin to experience the epic taste and
nutritional benefits of the Suja Juice Solution.CHAPTER 2HOW theSUJA
JUICESOLUTIONWORKSThere are just two simple steps to this program:Step 1. Add three
nutrient-dense juices every day.Step 2. Crowd out not-so-healthy foods with fresh, whole
foods.That’s it. The Suja Juice Solution is a simple two-step hydration- and whole-food-centered
plan created to give you the nutrition your body truly craves and needs through high-powered,
pure juice and an array of wholesome, organic fruits and vegetables, whole grains, healthy fats,
and lean proteins.STEP 1. DRINKYOUR JUICEAs you learned in the last chapter, The Science
Behind the Suja Juice Solution, juicing fruits and vegetables is a highly effective and efficient
way to flood and replenish your body with the minerals, enzymes, vitamins, amino acids,
antioxidants, electrolytes, and chlorophyll that are vital to a healthy digestive tract, eliminating
waste, and resetting your body to a more balanced state. It’s also a convenient and fairly easy
way to consume the fruits and veggies your body needs every day to maintain overall health. It
can feel like a challenge, and sometimes even a chore, to eat enough greens every day—
especially if you’re traveling, working long hours, driving kids to and from school, or just
generally busy and on the go with limited access to fresh produce and time for all-out cooking.
Juicing makes it convenient to pack, or sneak, multiple servings of nutrient-dense fruits and
vegetables onto your daily plate. (Most of us don’t make a practice of devouring two or three
heads of raw kale at every meal, nor could we easily chew and digest it!) Juicing also creates an
opportunity to combine what are sometimes bitter, dark leafy greens with sweet, fragrant fruits in
a way that is both healthful and satisfying.Did You Know—Not AllGreens Are Created Equal?
The corner salad bar doesn’t look the way it used to. Iceberg lettuce is out, and kale and chard
are in! Not only are dark leafy greens more substantive and filling than limp lettuce, but they’re
also nutritionally superior. Dark leafy greens are rich in some of the nutrients most deficient in
the American diet, including magnesium, vitamin D, and iron. As soon as you make the switch to
dark leafy greens, you’ll begin to reap the nutritional benefits.STEP 2. CROWD OUTAs you
begin to feel the power of the concentrated green nutrition you’re bringing into your body each
day, we encourage you to crowd out not-so-healthy foods (we’ll explain how particular “out-
crowd” foods slow you down in just a bit) while maximizing healthier, high-quality foods that will
get you to looking and feeling your best—faster.HOW DO I DO THIS?The Suja Juice Solution
starts with a powerful 7-day reset program, which floods your body with essential vitamins,
minerals, and nutrients and gives you fast, feel-good results. By enabling your body to efficiently
hydrate and flush out waste by providing it with proper nourishment, you can expect to have
more energy and mental focus, experience better digestion, and see a decrease in water weight.



Yes, you’ll likely lose unwanted fat, too, all in just 7 days. After the 7-day reset, you’re invited to
extend the program to a full 28 days for maximum benefit and results, including an easy-to-follow
maintenance plan that can be tailored just for you and your lifestyle.While the extended 28-day
Suja Juice Solution is optional, we do recommend that if this is your first time following the
program you renew your commitment beyond the first 7 days. Here’s why: Quickly returning to
your eating and lifestyle habits after 7 days of rebalancing your body with clean nourishment can
shock your system, upsetting that delicate balance you’ve just reset. Also, while many not-so-
healthy habits can most definitely be shifted in one week, healthier habits can be formed when
you extend the program for a longer period of time. By continuing with the program for a full 28
days and adding replenishing foods back onto your plate—slowly and one at a time—you move
closer to establishing a healthy equilibrium that will be easy (and perhaps even breezy!) for you
to sustain for months and years ahead.A SLOW ANDSTEADY BUILDAfter the initial 7-day reset,
the program slowly builds on itself. Week to week, your juice and whole-food options increase
and the nutritional benefits to your body expand exponentially so that by the end of the full 28
days, you’re likely to feel even more rested, energetic, and focused. You may notice that your
skin looks more plump and hydrated. It may even begin to brighten, clear, and almost glow. You
might also experience less stiffness in your body and more ease in your movements. And finally,
you’re likely to have far fewer sugar cravings (if any!), a shift in appetite, and an even slimmer
waistline. Celebrate—the benefits are endless!PROGRAM SNEAK PEAKWe give you all of the
day-to-day details you need to follow the Suja Juice Solution beginning in part 2 of the book,
including 75 of our favorite family recipes and everything you need to know to make your own
juices at home or quickly order on the go, but here’s a brief overview of the way the program
works—a sneak peak of what’s ahead:• Days 1–7 Reset Program• Days 8–14 to Reinforce•
Days 15–21 to Recharge• Days 22–28 to Renew7 DAYS TO RESET:REBALANCEFor 7 days,
you will consume three fresh, organic juices a day that will provide the healthful hydration and
nourishment your body needs, while also enabling your body to eliminate waste, and rebalance
to a healthier state. In addition, you will consume three gentle and easily digestible “reset” meals
a day (recipes included) that work harmoniously with the juices included in the program. As you
flood your body with a complete range of plant-based hydration and whole-food nutrition,
including key vitamins, minerals, and electrolytes in addition to nourishing proteins, natural fats,
and complex carbohydrates, you’re encouraged to crowd out the foods that tend to stall you
along the path toward vibrant health. These foods include:Out-Crowd Foods(See chapter 3 for
more information and a full list of these out-crowd foods.)Grains (including gluten-free)Legumes
and peanutsHigh-starch veggiesRefined and added sugarsDried fruitsRed meatLunch
meatDairyHydrogenated and partially hydrogenated oilsSoy productsProcessed
foodsCaffeineAlcoholGulp. If parting with your morning coffee and bowl of O’s feels like major
punishment even for a day, don’t despair—you will see them at the breakfast table again. After 7
days, you’re invited to welcome many of these foods back into your life. Nothing is off the menu
forever. But, for the purposes of resetting your body and giving your digestive system a break,



we encourage you to crowd them out for a solid week, and then check in with yourself and notice
how you feel. Once you’ve given yourself a chance to experience a week without them, you may
discover that you look and feel a whole lot better, and that life without many of these out-crowd
foods isn’t punishment at all. Imagine that!7 DAYS TO REINFORCE:FORTIFY
YOURMOTIVATION FOR ACLEANER LIFESTYLEAssuming you feel awesome—looking and
feeling better than you have in years—we invite you to keep the good feelings going. Why stop
now when you can extend the program for optimal health and wellness? During the reinforce
week, as you slowly add foods back onto your plate, you will begin to replenish your body and
fortify your motivation and commitment to looking and feeling even better.Here’s how the
reinforce week works: Every day you will drink three juices (morning, midday, and early evening)
and eat three whole-food meals in between. You will continue to eat simple clean foods, but this
week you can add back onto your plate a variety of foods you spent the last 7 days living without
—foods like legumes, low-glycemic whole fruits, some starchy veggies, along with healthy fats—
to give you that extra get-up-and-go.For simplicity and ease, the whole-food meal recipes build
on each other from one week to the next, becoming more and more flavorful, colorful, and filling.
In fact, you may not even realize that the new dishes you’re creating utilize many of the same
simple ingredients from a week ago, which makes cooking them a breeze. What we’ve
discovered is that the key to good cooking is to start with fresh, healthy ingredients and simply
combine them. It’s not that complicated!7 DAYS TO RECHARGE:SHIFT YOUR FOCUSFROM
REMOVAL TOREPLENISHMENTThis week, you will shift your focus from elimination and
removal to replenishment, consuming juices and whole-food combinations that fuel your body,
satisfy your cravings, and recharge you with abundant energy.This next round of 7 days builds
upon the last. Every day you will be encouraged to drink three juices and eat three whole-food
meals in between. In addition to preparing heartier and more complex meal recipes, you’ll also
be invited to add a snack and a satisfying dessert to your day. You’ll continue to crowd out the
slowest of the slow-down foods—like refined sugars, alcohol, and processed foods—while
reintroducing healthy, gluten-free grains, tropical fruits, grass-fed meats, goat’s and sheep’s dairy
—plus caffeine and some natural sugars. This week, as you add more complex foods back onto
your plate, you’ll have the opportunity to reflect on which foods satisfy and recharge you the
most, and which foods you’re content to continue to go without.7 DAYS TO RENEW:RENEW
YOURCOMMITMENT TO ALONG BEAUTIFUL LIFEIn the final 7 days of the program, you’re
invited to eat as you normally do—and by this time you may discover that you have a new
normal. In addition to your regular meals, you’ll add three delicious, organic juices—one before
each of your three meals. It’s not required that you crowd out any foods, just make your preferred
choices, meal by meal, and our bet is that you’ll notice that by your own choosing you’ll make
healthier, more natural food choices that help you feel and look your best. This is precisely the
goal of the program and our shared dream for you. By the end of the 28 days you will have
created a nutritional and lifestyle plan that you can, and very much want to, sustain into the days,
weeks, months, and years ahead.Whether you follow the Suja Juice Solution for a full 28 days or



prefer the shorter 7-day reset, you will experience the most feel-better results when in addition to
flooding your body with concentrated juice nutrition, you crowd out less-than-healthy foods and
crowd in healthier, high-quality foods. This simple action will get you to looking and feeling your
best—faster. Turn the page now for a detailed breakdown of what foods provide your body with
the vitamins and minerals it needs daily to function optimally and help you reach your highest
health potential.CHAPTER 2HOW theSUJA JUICESOLUTIONWORKSThere are just two simple
steps to this program:Step 1. Add three nutrient-dense juices every day.Step 2. Crowd out not-
so-healthy foods with fresh, whole foods.That’s it. The Suja Juice Solution is a simple two-step
hydration- and whole-food-centered plan created to give you the nutrition your body truly craves
and needs through high-powered, pure juice and an array of wholesome, organic fruits and
vegetables, whole grains, healthy fats, and lean proteins.STEP 1. DRINKYOUR JUICEAs you
learned in the last chapter, The Science Behind the Suja Juice Solution, juicing fruits and
vegetables is a highly effective and efficient way to flood and replenish your body with the
minerals, enzymes, vitamins, amino acids, antioxidants, electrolytes, and chlorophyll that are
vital to a healthy digestive tract, eliminating waste, and resetting your body to a more balanced
state. It’s also a convenient and fairly easy way to consume the fruits and veggies your body
needs every day to maintain overall health. It can feel like a challenge, and sometimes even a
chore, to eat enough greens every day—especially if you’re traveling, working long hours, driving
kids to and from school, or just generally busy and on the go with limited access to fresh
produce and time for all-out cooking. Juicing makes it convenient to pack, or sneak, multiple
servings of nutrient-dense fruits and vegetables onto your daily plate. (Most of us don’t make a
practice of devouring two or three heads of raw kale at every meal, nor could we easily chew and
digest it!) Juicing also creates an opportunity to combine what are sometimes bitter, dark leafy
greens with sweet, fragrant fruits in a way that is both healthful and satisfying.Did You Know—
Not AllGreens Are Created Equal?The corner salad bar doesn’t look the way it used to. Iceberg
lettuce is out, and kale and chard are in! Not only are dark leafy greens more substantive and
filling than limp lettuce, but they’re also nutritionally superior. Dark leafy greens are rich in some
of the nutrients most deficient in the American diet, including magnesium, vitamin D, and iron. As
soon as you make the switch to dark leafy greens, you’ll begin to reap the nutritional benefits.Did
You Know—Not AllGreens Are Created Equal?The corner salad bar doesn’t look the way it used
to. Iceberg lettuce is out, and kale and chard are in! Not only are dark leafy greens more
substantive and filling than limp lettuce, but they’re also nutritionally superior. Dark leafy greens
are rich in some of the nutrients most deficient in the American diet, including magnesium,
vitamin D, and iron. As soon as you make the switch to dark leafy greens, you’ll begin to reap the
nutritional benefits.STEP 2. CROWD OUTAs you begin to feel the power of the concentrated
green nutrition you’re bringing into your body each day, we encourage you to crowd out not-so-
healthy foods (we’ll explain how particular “out-crowd” foods slow you down in just a bit) while
maximizing healthier, high-quality foods that will get you to looking and feeling your best—
faster.HOW DO I DO THIS?The Suja Juice Solution starts with a powerful 7-day reset program,



which floods your body with essential vitamins, minerals, and nutrients and gives you fast, feel-
good results. By enabling your body to efficiently hydrate and flush out waste by providing it with
proper nourishment, you can expect to have more energy and mental focus, experience better
digestion, and see a decrease in water weight. Yes, you’ll likely lose unwanted fat, too, all in just
7 days. After the 7-day reset, you’re invited to extend the program to a full 28 days for maximum
benefit and results, including an easy-to-follow maintenance plan that can be tailored just for you
and your lifestyle.While the extended 28-day Suja Juice Solution is optional, we do recommend
that if this is your first time following the program you renew your commitment beyond the first 7
days. Here’s why: Quickly returning to your eating and lifestyle habits after 7 days of rebalancing
your body with clean nourishment can shock your system, upsetting that delicate balance you’ve
just reset. Also, while many not-so-healthy habits can most definitely be shifted in one week,
healthier habits can be formed when you extend the program for a longer period of time. By
continuing with the program for a full 28 days and adding replenishing foods back onto your plate
—slowly and one at a time—you move closer to establishing a healthy equilibrium that will be
easy (and perhaps even breezy!) for you to sustain for months and years ahead.A SLOW
ANDSTEADY BUILDAfter the initial 7-day reset, the program slowly builds on itself. Week to
week, your juice and whole-food options increase and the nutritional benefits to your body
expand exponentially so that by the end of the full 28 days, you’re likely to feel even more rested,
energetic, and focused. You may notice that your skin looks more plump and hydrated. It may
even begin to brighten, clear, and almost glow. You might also experience less stiffness in your
body and more ease in your movements. And finally, you’re likely to have far fewer sugar
cravings (if any!), a shift in appetite, and an even slimmer waistline. Celebrate—the benefits are
endless!PROGRAM SNEAK PEAKWe give you all of the day-to-day details you need to follow
the Suja Juice Solution beginning in part 2 of the book, including 75 of our favorite family recipes
and everything you need to know to make your own juices at home or quickly order on the go,
but here’s a brief overview of the way the program works—a sneak peak of what’s ahead:•
Days 1–7 Reset Program• Days 8–14 to Reinforce• Days 15–21 to Recharge• Days 22–28 to
Renew7 DAYS TO RESET:REBALANCEFor 7 days, you will consume three fresh, organic juices
a day that will provide the healthful hydration and nourishment your body needs, while also
enabling your body to eliminate waste, and rebalance to a healthier state. In addition, you will
consume three gentle and easily digestible “reset” meals a day (recipes included) that work
harmoniously with the juices included in the program. As you flood your body with a complete
range of plant-based hydration and whole-food nutrition, including key vitamins, minerals, and
electrolytes in addition to nourishing proteins, natural fats, and complex carbohydrates, you’re
encouraged to crowd out the foods that tend to stall you along the path toward vibrant health.
These foods include:Out-Crowd Foods(See chapter 3 for more information and a full list of these
out-crowd foods.)Grains (including gluten-free)Legumes and peanutsHigh-starch
veggiesRefined and added sugarsDried fruitsRed meatLunch meatDairyHydrogenated and
partially hydrogenated oilsSoy productsProcessed foodsCaffeineAlcoholGulp. If parting with



your morning coffee and bowl of O’s feels like major punishment even for a day, don’t despair—
you will see them at the breakfast table again. After 7 days, you’re invited to welcome many of
these foods back into your life. Nothing is off the menu forever. But, for the purposes of resetting
your body and giving your digestive system a break, we encourage you to crowd them out for a
solid week, and then check in with yourself and notice how you feel. Once you’ve given yourself
a chance to experience a week without them, you may discover that you look and feel a whole
lot better, and that life without many of these out-crowd foods isn’t punishment at all. Imagine
that!7 DAYS TO REINFORCE:FORTIFY YOURMOTIVATION FOR ACLEANER
LIFESTYLEAssuming you feel awesome—looking and feeling better than you have in years—we
invite you to keep the good feelings going. Why stop now when you can extend the program for
optimal health and wellness? During the reinforce week, as you slowly add foods back onto your
plate, you will begin to replenish your body and fortify your motivation and commitment to
looking and feeling even better.Here’s how the reinforce week works: Every day you will drink
three juices (morning, midday, and early evening) and eat three whole-food meals in between.
You will continue to eat simple clean foods, but this week you can add back onto your plate a
variety of foods you spent the last 7 days living without—foods like legumes, low-glycemic whole
fruits, some starchy veggies, along with healthy fats—to give you that extra get-up-and-go.For
simplicity and ease, the whole-food meal recipes build on each other from one week to the next,
becoming more and more flavorful, colorful, and filling. In fact, you may not even realize that the
new dishes you’re creating utilize many of the same simple ingredients from a week ago, which
makes cooking them a breeze. What we’ve discovered is that the key to good cooking is to start
with fresh, healthy ingredients and simply combine them. It’s not that complicated!7 DAYS TO
RECHARGE:SHIFT YOUR FOCUSFROM REMOVAL TOREPLENISHMENTThis week, you will
shift your focus from elimination and removal to replenishment, consuming juices and whole-
food combinations that fuel your body, satisfy your cravings, and recharge you with abundant
energy.This next round of 7 days builds upon the last. Every day you will be encouraged to drink
three juices and eat three whole-food meals in between. In addition to preparing heartier and
more complex meal recipes, you’ll also be invited to add a snack and a satisfying dessert to your
day. You’ll continue to crowd out the slowest of the slow-down foods—like refined sugars,
alcohol, and processed foods—while reintroducing healthy, gluten-free grains, tropical fruits,
grass-fed meats, goat’s and sheep’s dairy—plus caffeine and some natural sugars. This week,
as you add more complex foods back onto your plate, you’ll have the opportunity to reflect on
which foods satisfy and recharge you the most, and which foods you’re content to continue to go
without.7 DAYS TO RENEW:RENEW YOURCOMMITMENT TO ALONG BEAUTIFUL LIFEIn the
final 7 days of the program, you’re invited to eat as you normally do—and by this time you may
discover that you have a new normal. In addition to your regular meals, you’ll add three delicious,
organic juices—one before each of your three meals. It’s not required that you crowd out any
foods, just make your preferred choices, meal by meal, and our bet is that you’ll notice that by
your own choosing you’ll make healthier, more natural food choices that help you feel and look



your best. This is precisely the goal of the program and our shared dream for you. By the end of
the 28 days you will have created a nutritional and lifestyle plan that you can, and very much
want to, sustain into the days, weeks, months, and years ahead.Whether you follow the Suja
Juice Solution for a full 28 days or prefer the shorter 7-day reset, you will experience the most
feel-better results when in addition to flooding your body with concentrated juice nutrition, you
crowd out less-than-healthy foods and crowd in healthier, high-quality foods. This simple action
will get you to looking and feeling your best—faster. Turn the page now for a detailed breakdown
of what foods provide your body with the vitamins and minerals it needs daily to function
optimally and help you reach your highest health potential.CHAPTER 3THE INand
OUTCROWDThe Suja Juice Solution is a hydration- and whole-food-centered plan created to
eliminate anything that can wreak havoc on your digestive system, slow down your metabolism,
create unhealthy cravings, and basically contribute to less-than-optimal health. For these
reasons we strongly suggest crowding out the following foods for the first 7 days of the reset
program to make more room for the high-powered juice and clean nutrition that will be flooding
and filling up your body with 100 percent goodness.EAT LESS OF THESEOUT-CROWD
FOODSGrains (Including Gluten-Free Grains)How grains can slow you down:Bloating, fat
storage, brain fog, fatigueGrains can be difficult for the body to break down and digest,
especially hybridized wheat. With grains crowded out from your diet for the first 7 days of the
Suja Juice Solution, you may notice that you experience less hunger and more energy. Why?
Grains elicit a greater insulin response than other foods because they’re concentrated
carbohydrates that when digested are reduced to glucose, or simple sugar. A rush of sugar in
the bloodstream can cause a blood sugar spike and subsequent fall. You know, that
uncomfortable crash-and-burn feeling? When your blood sugar crashes from a roller-coaster
high, your body tends to crave more sugar in an effort to lift it back up. Feeding this machine can
easily lead to overeating, weight gain, and fatigue.Combining grains with a healthy fat or lean
protein will slow down the body’s digestion time and minimize a radical blood sugar response,
but consider that about 50 grams of carb (a modest bowl of quinoa or brown rice) is still going to
be reduced to simple sugar, and if the sugar from those grains isn’t immediately used as energy
or to replenish glycogen stores, the body stores it as fat. So for the first 7 days of the reset
program, skip the grains and fill up on healthier in-crowd foods—which can often leave you
feeling more satisfied than bread, crackers, or pasta. CROWD OUT THESE GRAINS:All,
including gluten-free: wheat, rye, barley, spelt, kamut; and gluten-free amaranth, brown rice,
buckwheat, hemp seed, millet, quinoa, and whole or steel-cut oatsWhite FlourHow white flour
can slow you down:Blood sugar spikes, hunger, weight gainWhite flour is a highly processed
and refined form of wheat. It has been stripped of all its nutrients and fiber, which is why most
white flour is “fortified.” Synthetic vitamins and minerals are added back in to give it some
nutritional value, but white flour really does nothing for your body except reduce very quickly to
glucose, a simple sugar that can spike your blood sugar much the way grains do. This triggers a
rapid insulin release and a hormone response to store the excess sugar as fat. CROWD OUT



THESE WHITE FLOUR FOODS:Bagels and rolls, pastries and baked goods, cereal, crackers,
white breadLegumesHow legumes can slow you down:Bloating, poor digestionBeans contain
lectins, which are a natural anti-nutrient protein that can cause digestive stress. Beans are also a
complex combination of protein, carbohydrate, and fiber, so they can be difficult for the body to
break down and digest. When a food isn’t easily digested, your body cannot absorb and
assimilate nutrients and eliminate it efficiently. This can create bloating and you know what else!
After the 7-day reset, you can add whole beans back into your diet as a great source of
vegetarian protein and fiber, but removing them all, with the exception of lentils, from the
beginning stages of the program will give your digestion a chance to rest and reset. CROWD
OUT THESE LEGUMES:Black beans, butter beans, cannellini beans, chickpeas, great northern
beans, kidney beans, lima beans, navy beans, pinto beans, refried beans (all), white
beansPeanutsHow peanuts can slow you down:Highly allergenic, poor digestionDid you know
that peanuts actually aren’t nuts? They’re legumes, and as you just learned—legumes are
difficult to digest. In addition, most peanuts for mainstream consumption are stored in mass
quantities in facilities where mold is prevalent. According to the U.S. National Library of
Medicine, while storage methods have improved in the United States, mold is still so common
that the FDA has declared it an “unavoidable contaminant” in peanut production. Peanuts are
also highly allergenic and can cause tummy pain, gas, nausea, and diarrhea, although you don’t
have to be allergic to peanuts to suffer from digestive difficulty.High-Starch VeggiesHow high-
starch foods can slow you down:Blood sugar spikes, fat storageSimilar to grains and white flour,
high-starch veggies can trigger a blood sugar spike, which is potentially problematic for
rebalancing and resetting your system. While they do contain essential vitamins, antioxidants,
and valuable fiber and are a great source of energy, they’re removed from the first 7 days of the
reset program to help reduce your sugar cravings and to give your taste buds a chance to reset.
They’re one of the first foods you’re invited to add back onto your plate, although after a week of
replacing them with a delicious array of non-starchy veggies (which are lower in natural sugar
and calories), you may discover a new appreciation for the simpler things in life. CROWD OUT
THESE HIGH-STARCH VEGGIES:Beets, carrots, corn, green garden peas, sugar snap peas,
sweet potatoes, white potatoes, winter squash (butternut, acorn, kabocha, pumpkin, hubbard,
delicata, spaghetti), yamsRefined and Non-Fruit SugarHow sugar can slow you down:Increased
cravings, weight gain, disruptions to cognition and the immune system, skin agingIt’s a fact—
refined and processed sugars are bad news, and they’re some of the most overused food
additives in our country. Sugars are everywhere—crackers, cereal, salad dressing, yogurt, lunch
meat, bread, soup, sauces, and on and on. In addition to being addictive and intensifying your
sweet cravings, processed sugars and even some natural sugars like agave can be a metabolic
nightmare because they elicit a violent insulin release into the bloodstream to quickly balance
the body’s elevated blood sugar levels. And if that weren’t enough of a reason to stay away from
the sweet stuff, sugar can age your skin through a process called glycation that damages
collagen and elastin in the skin. This can lead to wrinkling, sagging, and general dullness. So



stick to the low-glycemic fruit and veggie juices as your sweet source in the first 7 days of the
reset program. Eventually you’ll be invited to add back and enjoy mineral-rich natural sweeteners
like maple syrup, honey, and coconut sugar—all of which have unique and wonderful flavors on
their own as well as a more balanced effect on your blood sugar level. Note: The one sweetener
you can use throughout the program is stevia, a naturally derived sweetener that comes from the
stevia plant and doesn’t spike your blood sugar level. CROWD OUT THESE ADDED
SUGARS:Artificial sweeteners (all), cane sugars (white sugar, brown sugar, evaporated cane
juice, “raw” sugar, turbinado sugar, sucanat, sucrose), corn syrup and high-fructose corn syrup,
natural sweeteners (agave, beet sugar, brown rice syrup, coconut sugar, date sugar, honey,
maple syrup, molasses)Did You Know AgaveAin’t So Sweet?Contrary to conventional wisdom,
agave nectar is not a healthy sugar substitute. It’s made up of more fructose than any other
added sweetener (70 to 98 percent). To put this in perspective, highly processed high-fructose
corn syrup, HFCS, has significantly less fructose (55 percent) than agave nectar. While fructose
is a natural sugar, in agave nectar it’s in an unnaturally concentrated form that is very difficult for
your body to metabolize efficiently. Fructose, like alcohol, is entirely broken down in the liver and
directly converted to the type of fat that is stored in the belly.Whole FruitHow whole fruit can slow
you down:Elevated blood sugar levels, overeating, fat storageLet’s be clear—fruits are a
wonderful source of hydration and are rich in valuable minerals, vitamins, and enzymes, plus
they are nutritious sources of fuel for the body and brain. We love fruits! However, fruit does
contain naturally occurring sugars (glucose and fructose), and while natural sugars are our
favorite kind, it can be very easy to consume more than you need to fuel your body. With the
exception of low-glycemic citrus fruits (lemons, limes, and grapefruit) that help to flush out
unusable waste by stimulating natural enzymes, we ask that you cut down on your whole-fruit
intake in the first 7 days of the reset program to help dial down your sweet tooth and reset your
sensitivity to natural sweetness. By limiting your fruit intake to the fresh juices you’re making
daily, you will consume an appropriate amount of natural sugars to fuel your activity levels
without disrupting your blood sugar levels and slowing down your metabolism. CROWD OUT
THESE WHOLE FRUITS:All, except lemons, limes, grapefruit, tomatoes, and avocadoDried
FruitHow dried fruit can slow you down:Elevated blood sugar levels, overeating, fat storage,
dehydrationDried fruits are whole fruits with all their water removed. They contain extremely
concentrated amounts of fruit sugar (fructose and glucose); if these aren’t quickly burned as
energy, they’re stored as excess sugars in your fat cells. It’s easy to overeat dried fruits because
they’ve been drastically reduced in volume. It’s a cinch to pop a handful of dried apricots into
your mouth, whereas you’d typically not consume five whole apricots in one sitting. Dried fruits
are also difficult for the body to digest because their texture is so tough and dry. They contain no
water content to hydrate the small intestine and move things along. The body must rehydrate
them in order to digest them, which is extremely dehydrating. Ever notice how dried fruit makes
you thirsty?Red MeatHow red meat can slow you down:Exposure to pollutants, difficult
digestionMuch of the conventionally produced red meat available in grocery stores—any meat



that’s not certified organic or grass-fed—can contain hormones, chemicals, and antibiotics that
can prevent us from developing a healthy immune system. Additionally, red meat often contains
pro-inflammatory fatty acids, which can aggravate the body in a number of ways. Red meat also
produces an acidic by-product called uric acid that can be hard on your kidneys to process.
When your kidneys are feeling stressed, they cannot effectively do what they do best—release
and flush out waste. While red meat can be an excellent source of protein and iron, we
recommend that you crowd it out of your diet for the first 7 days of the program in an effort to give
your body the opportunity it needs to rest and reset to a cleaner state. CROWD OUT THESE
RED MEATS:Bacon (beef, pork, and turkey), beef, bison, duck, game meats, lamb, pork, rabbit,
sausageLunch MeatHow lunch meat can slow you down:Water retention, bloating, consumption
of nitratesWe believe fresh is best, so packaged lunch meats are not our ideal choice for you.
Many contain high-fructose corn syrup that’s often stored as fat, and massive amounts of
sodium that can cause water retention and bloating and put you well over your recommended
daily salt intake. Another common additive in lunch meats is nitrate, which is used to manage the
growth of bacteria and extend shelf life by slowing down the breakdown of fat in the meat. As you
might guess, ingesting nitrates can also slow you down. While many grocers and natural food
stores now carry nitrate-free lunch meat, skip the turkey sandwiches for the first 7 days of the
reset program as you focus instead on eating foods that help to speed up your metabolism,
rather than stall it.DairyHow dairy can slow you down:Allergies, poor digestion, congestionDue
to its high content of animal-based fat and lactose (naturally occurring milk sugar), dairy can
bring the body to a near standstill. Skim and fat-free aren’t any better. In fact, these low-calorie
versions can slow your digestion down even more than full fat. The high percentage of people
who suffer from lactose intolerance is a strong indicator that the human body generally lacks the
appropriate digestive enzymes for cow’s milk. Additionally, many conventionally raised dairy
cows are pumped with growth hormones and antibiotics that may be disruptive to our natural
hormone levels and overall health. Conventionally raised cows are also often fed low-grade food
containing GMOs. Genetically modified organisms are plants or animals that have been
genetically engineered with DNA from different species (including bacteria and viruses) to
create a mix of genes that do not traditionally occur or resemble anything in nature.In addition to
all this, much of the milk you find on the shelves has been pasteurized—heated to a high
temperature and swiftly cooled before packaging. While pasteurization of milk can destroy
harmful bacteria and pathogenic microbes in addition to extending shelf life, the process can
also compromise valuable enzymes, vitamins, and protein. CROWD OUT THESE DAIRY
FOODS:Calcium supplements (with whey or lactose), casein, cheese, cream, cream cheese,
ice cream, kefir, lactose-containing foods or products, milk, puddings, sour cream, whey-
containing products, yogurtBad FatsHow bad fats can slow you down:Difficult digestion, high
cholesterolMost vegetable oils are highly processed, heated to temperatures as high as 500°F,
and made from genetically engineered crops created to withstand pesticides, produce more oil,
and grow bigger. The result of all this heavy-duty processing is that the plants are mutated into a



denatured state and into a fat the body does not easily recognize or digest. Think about it: When
an oil (say, cottonseed oil—which is oil made from cotton) goes through a heavy manufacturing
process, a food product is created that doesn’t resemble the natural state of the plant.
Hydrogenated oils are the most denatured of them all. They are created by adding hydrogen
atoms to a double bond in the oil, increasing the saturated fat level by converting the type of
bond to a “trans” bond. What does all this mad science mean? Hydrogenated oil, otherwise
known as trans-fats, are completely foreign to the body and are considered by many doctors to
be the worst type of fat you can ingest. Trans-fats have been linked to high cholesterol and
hardening of the artery walls, among other ailments. CROWD OUT THESE BAD FATS:Canola
oil, corn oil, cottonseed oil, grapeseed oil, hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated oils (all),
margarine, peanut oil, rice bran oil, safflower oil, soybean oil, sunflower oilSoy ProductsHow soy
can slow you down:Disrupts estrogen levels in men and women; hard to break down,
metabolize, and digest; can create belly fatOver 90 percent of soy in the United States is
genetically modified, according to the USDA, which means the seeds for most soy crops are
made in a lab. Soy also contains phytoestrogens, which is bad news for your hormones;
consuming large quantities of soy has been linked to estrogen disruption, slow metabolism, and
weight gain. Most soy products are highly processed—boiled, strained, hydrolyzed, and isolated
into powder, which creates a food product your body doesn’t recognize and often doesn’t know
what to do with. For example, most energy bars, protein powders, and smoothie drinks contain
soy protein isolate. This is one of the most refined soy products you can consume. It’s created by
heating soybeans to a very high temperature, stripping them of everything except their protein,
and milling it into an isolated powder. Long story short, you won’t find soy protein isolate hanging
on a tree, and your body definitely won’t recognize it or know how to digest it properly. CROWD
OUT THESE SOY FOODS AND PRODUCTS:Edamame, soybean oil, soy cheese, soy meats,
soy milk, soy protein powders, soy yogurt, tempeh, tofuProcessed FoodsHow processed foods
can slow you down:Poor digestion, weight gainIf it has more than five ingredients that you
cannot pronounce and comes in a box, bag, or can, it’s probably processed. Processed foods—
including packaged cookies and cake, cereal, instant oatmeal, crackers, chips, bread, bagels,
dips, salad dressings, frozen foods, and fast foods—are typically full of preservatives, sugars,
sodium, and other additives. Many of them taste good, but most of us intuitively know processed
foods are not exactly “foods.” Real foods found in nature do not need any processing, nor do
they contain 25 ingredients. An ear of corn grows on a farm, but high-fructose corn syrup does
not. A tomato may be found in nature, but ketchup is not. A stalk of wheat grows from a seed, but
cereal does not. You get the picture. The more processed a food is, the less natural it becomes,
and the human body is not designed to digest these complicated, often chemical-heavy foods
that are relatively new to the food chain. Our bodies haven’t developed the digestive system,
enzymes, and processes to break them down efficiently. When the body cannot properly digest,
assimilate, and eliminate foods, it will store them as waste—in other words, weight!CaffeineHow
caffeine can slow you down:Dehydration, fatigue, mood swings, hormone disruptionCaffeine is a



stimulant, and like most stimulants it sets you up for an inevitable crash. Caffeine swings can
dramatically affect your mood and level of energy—all of which can lead to overeating. Caffeine
can stress your adrenal gland, which regulates the hormone aldosterone, which in turn controls
efficient sugar storage and fat metabolism. Your morning cup of coffee or black tea also
increases the release of the stress hormone cortisol. Does coffee ever make you anxious? This
is why! Before starting the first 7 days of the reset program, we suggest you taper off caffeine
(more on how to kick your caffeine habit in chapter 6), and then in an effort to rebalance your
body, we ask that you take a complete break from caffeine on day 1 of the reset program. Take
note—this is a break, not a breakup. You will eventually be invited to bring caffeine back into your
life, if you so choose, and savor it in moderation. CROWD OUT THESE SOURCES OF
CAFFEINE:Black tea, chocolate, coffee, decaf coffee, pain relievers with caffeine (Excedrin
migraine), sodaAlcoholHow alcohol can slow you down:Sluggish metabolism, hard on the
liverAlcohol stresses the important metabolizing and detoxifying function of the liver, so it is
crowded out for the first 21 days of this program to allow your body to fully eliminate waste and
weight without interference. If your liver is working to metabolize alcohol, it cannot focus its
energy elsewhere. That’s why we suggest you crowd out alcohol for the first few weeks of the
program to show your liver some love and let it work as hard as it can for you.Additionally, many
alcohols are grain-based, which you’re sending on vacation as well, along with processed and
added sugars that are prevalent in many mixed drinks and cocktails. Without you even realizing
it, you can consume hundreds of empty sugary calories at one cocktail party. This doesn’t mean
the fun is over. By week 4, the renew week, you’re invited to indulge (responsibly) again.That’s it.
End of out-crowd list. Think you can live without these foods for 7 days? We bet you can do
almost anything for 7 days, so you’ve easily got this. Plus, consider that when you’re beginning
each of your meals by drinking delicious, fresh, and satisfying juice, you will naturally start to
crowd out many of these foods without thinking much about it or feeling deprived, as you crowd
in the healthier foods.EAT MORE OF THESEIN-CROWD FOODSTime for you to meet the “in”
crowd. For the first 7 days of the reset program, fill your plate with the following healthful,
nutritious, and delicious whole foods and ingredients.Leafy GreensHow greens can make you
shine: As far as we’re concerned, leafy greens are 100 percent goodness. They contain
beneficial fiber, enzymes, protein, minerals, and antioxidants. They’re also extremely rich in
vitamins and chlorophyll, which helps oxygenate the blood. Add to that, dark leafy greens are
low in sugar and calories, so you can eat as much as you want and feel good about flooding your
body with the best source of plant-based nutrition available. What else can we say—greens
rock! CROWD IN THESE LEAFY GREENS:Arugula, baby greens, beet greens, collard greens,
endive, kale, lettuces (all except iceberg), mustard greens, spinach, swiss chardLow-Starch
VegetablesHow low-starch veggies can make you shine: These veggies are low in natural
sugars and calories while high in vitamins, minerals, phytochemicals, and antioxidants. They
keep you feeling full and satiated. When you load your plate with veggies, you likely won’t miss
heavier foods like dairy, grains, and red meat. Eat up! CROWD IN THESE LOW-STARCH



VEGGIES:Artichokes, asparagus, bell peppers, broccoli, brussels sprouts, cabbage (green and
red), cauliflower, celery, cucumber, eggplant, fennel, green beans, jicama, leeks, mushrooms,
onions, zucchini squash (green and yellow)Lean ProteinsHow lean proteins can make you shine:
Did you know your body burns more fat digesting protein than it does digesting either of the
other primary macronutrients—carbohydrate and fat? Also, proteins have a complete amino acid
profile to build muscle, repair tissues, and produce healthy hormones.For the first 7 days of the
reset program, stock up on our favorite lean protein—omega-3-rich fresh fish. When you can,
choose wild fish over farm-raised. This is often your safest and healthiest bet because fish that
are farm-raised are more likely to be contaminated with antibiotics, toxic pollutants, and
chemicals that have made their way into their feed. With a little extra effort, however, you can find
sustainably farmed fish that are free of antibiotics, coloring, and harmful pollutants. Sustainable
and conscious fisheries continue to pop up in varied locations throughout the country. Do an
online search for brands and vendors in your area that farm sustainably.Did You Know
Omega-3Fatty Acids Do Your BodyBetter than Good?Omega-3 fatty acids can help to lower
triglycerides (blood fat) and boost your mood. If you’re pregnant, omega-3 fatty acids can also
contribute to your baby’s healthy brain development.In our opinion, the best place to buy fish is
from your local fish markets or natural grocers because these tend to be dedicated to sourcing
local fish and often receive fresh shipments daily. Purchasing frozen fish is your next best option
because it’s often flash-frozen: Soon after it’s caught, it’s quickly brought down to -40°F to
preserve its freshness. Believe it or not, frozen fish is often fresher than the fresh fish sold at the
grocery store. Check the packaging; if it says “flash-frozen,” you’ve caught a winner.CHAPTER
3THE INand OUTCROWDThe Suja Juice Solution is a hydration- and whole-food-centered plan
created to eliminate anything that can wreak havoc on your digestive system, slow down your
metabolism, create unhealthy cravings, and basically contribute to less-than-optimal health. For
these reasons we strongly suggest crowding out the following foods for the first 7 days of the
reset program to make more room for the high-powered juice and clean nutrition that will be
flooding and filling up your body with 100 percent goodness.EAT LESS OF THESEOUT-
CROWD FOODSGrains (Including Gluten-Free Grains)How grains can slow you down:Bloating,
fat storage, brain fog, fatigueGrains can be difficult for the body to break down and digest,
especially hybridized wheat. With grains crowded out from your diet for the first 7 days of the
Suja Juice Solution, you may notice that you experience less hunger and more energy. Why?
Grains elicit a greater insulin response than other foods because they’re concentrated
carbohydrates that when digested are reduced to glucose, or simple sugar. A rush of sugar in
the bloodstream can cause a blood sugar spike and subsequent fall. You know, that
uncomfortable crash-and-burn feeling? When your blood sugar crashes from a roller-coaster
high, your body tends to crave more sugar in an effort to lift it back up. Feeding this machine can
easily lead to overeating, weight gain, and fatigue.Combining grains with a healthy fat or lean
protein will slow down the body’s digestion time and minimize a radical blood sugar response,
but consider that about 50 grams of carb (a modest bowl of quinoa or brown rice) is still going to



be reduced to simple sugar, and if the sugar from those grains isn’t immediately used as energy
or to replenish glycogen stores, the body stores it as fat. So for the first 7 days of the reset
program, skip the grains and fill up on healthier in-crowd foods—which can often leave you
feeling more satisfied than bread, crackers, or pasta. CROWD OUT THESE GRAINS:All,
including gluten-free: wheat, rye, barley, spelt, kamut; and gluten-free amaranth, brown rice,
buckwheat, hemp seed, millet, quinoa, and whole or steel-cut oats CROWD OUT THESE
GRAINS:All, including gluten-free: wheat, rye, barley, spelt, kamut; and gluten-free amaranth,
brown rice, buckwheat, hemp seed, millet, quinoa, and whole or steel-cut oatsWhite FlourHow
white flour can slow you down:Blood sugar spikes, hunger, weight gainWhite flour is a highly
processed and refined form of wheat. It has been stripped of all its nutrients and fiber, which is
why most white flour is “fortified.” Synthetic vitamins and minerals are added back in to give it
some nutritional value, but white flour really does nothing for your body except reduce very
quickly to glucose, a simple sugar that can spike your blood sugar much the way grains do. This
triggers a rapid insulin release and a hormone response to store the excess sugar as fat.
CROWD OUT THESE WHITE FLOUR FOODS:Bagels and rolls, pastries and baked goods,
cereal, crackers, white bread CROWD OUT THESE WHITE FLOUR FOODS:Bagels and rolls,
pastries and baked goods, cereal, crackers, white breadLegumesHow legumes can slow you
down:Bloating, poor digestionBeans contain lectins, which are a natural anti-nutrient protein that
can cause digestive stress. Beans are also a complex combination of protein, carbohydrate, and
fiber, so they can be difficult for the body to break down and digest. When a food isn’t easily
digested, your body cannot absorb and assimilate nutrients and eliminate it efficiently. This can
create bloating and you know what else! After the 7-day reset, you can add whole beans back
into your diet as a great source of vegetarian protein and fiber, but removing them all, with the
exception of lentils, from the beginning stages of the program will give your digestion a chance
to rest and reset. CROWD OUT THESE LEGUMES:Black beans, butter beans, cannellini beans,
chickpeas, great northern beans, kidney beans, lima beans, navy beans, pinto beans, refried
beans (all), white beans CROWD OUT THESE LEGUMES:Black beans, butter beans, cannellini
beans, chickpeas, great northern beans, kidney beans, lima beans, navy beans, pinto beans,
refried beans (all), white beansPeanutsHow peanuts can slow you down:Highly allergenic, poor
digestionDid you know that peanuts actually aren’t nuts? They’re legumes, and as you just
learned—legumes are difficult to digest. In addition, most peanuts for mainstream consumption
are stored in mass quantities in facilities where mold is prevalent. According to the U.S. National
Library of Medicine, while storage methods have improved in the United States, mold is still so
common that the FDA has declared it an “unavoidable contaminant” in peanut production.
Peanuts are also highly allergenic and can cause tummy pain, gas, nausea, and diarrhea,
although you don’t have to be allergic to peanuts to suffer from digestive difficulty.High-Starch
VeggiesHow high-starch foods can slow you down:Blood sugar spikes, fat storageSimilar to
grains and white flour, high-starch veggies can trigger a blood sugar spike, which is potentially
problematic for rebalancing and resetting your system. While they do contain essential vitamins,



antioxidants, and valuable fiber and are a great source of energy, they’re removed from the first 7
days of the reset program to help reduce your sugar cravings and to give your taste buds a
chance to reset. They’re one of the first foods you’re invited to add back onto your plate,
although after a week of replacing them with a delicious array of non-starchy veggies (which are
lower in natural sugar and calories), you may discover a new appreciation for the simpler things
in life. CROWD OUT THESE HIGH-STARCH VEGGIES:Beets, carrots, corn, green garden
peas, sugar snap peas, sweet potatoes, white potatoes, winter squash (butternut, acorn,
kabocha, pumpkin, hubbard, delicata, spaghetti), yams CROWD OUT THESE HIGH-STARCH
VEGGIES:Beets, carrots, corn, green garden peas, sugar snap peas, sweet potatoes, white
potatoes, winter squash (butternut, acorn, kabocha, pumpkin, hubbard, delicata, spaghetti),
yamsRefined and Non-Fruit SugarHow sugar can slow you down:Increased cravings, weight
gain, disruptions to cognition and the immune system, skin agingIt’s a fact—refined and
processed sugars are bad news, and they’re some of the most overused food additives in our
country. Sugars are everywhere—crackers, cereal, salad dressing, yogurt, lunch meat, bread,
soup, sauces, and on and on. In addition to being addictive and intensifying your sweet cravings,
processed sugars and even some natural sugars like agave can be a metabolic nightmare
because they elicit a violent insulin release into the bloodstream to quickly balance the body’s
elevated blood sugar levels. And if that weren’t enough of a reason to stay away from the sweet
stuff, sugar can age your skin through a process called glycation that damages collagen and
elastin in the skin. This can lead to wrinkling, sagging, and general dullness. So stick to the low-
glycemic fruit and veggie juices as your sweet source in the first 7 days of the reset program.
Eventually you’ll be invited to add back and enjoy mineral-rich natural sweeteners like maple
syrup, honey, and coconut sugar—all of which have unique and wonderful flavors on their own
as well as a more balanced effect on your blood sugar level. Note: The one sweetener you can
use throughout the program is stevia, a naturally derived sweetener that comes from the stevia
plant and doesn’t spike your blood sugar level. CROWD OUT THESE ADDED
SUGARS:Artificial sweeteners (all), cane sugars (white sugar, brown sugar, evaporated cane
juice, “raw” sugar, turbinado sugar, sucanat, sucrose), corn syrup and high-fructose corn syrup,
natural sweeteners (agave, beet sugar, brown rice syrup, coconut sugar, date sugar, honey,
maple syrup, molasses) CROWD OUT THESE ADDED SUGARS:Artificial sweeteners (all),
cane sugars (white sugar, brown sugar, evaporated cane juice, “raw” sugar, turbinado sugar,
sucanat, sucrose), corn syrup and high-fructose corn syrup, natural sweeteners (agave, beet
sugar, brown rice syrup, coconut sugar, date sugar, honey, maple syrup, molasses)Did You
Know AgaveAin’t So Sweet?Contrary to conventional wisdom, agave nectar is not a healthy
sugar substitute. It’s made up of more fructose than any other added sweetener (70 to 98
percent). To put this in perspective, highly processed high-fructose corn syrup, HFCS, has
significantly less fructose (55 percent) than agave nectar. While fructose is a natural sugar, in
agave nectar it’s in an unnaturally concentrated form that is very difficult for your body to
metabolize efficiently. Fructose, like alcohol, is entirely broken down in the liver and directly



converted to the type of fat that is stored in the belly.Did You Know AgaveAin’t So Sweet?
Contrary to conventional wisdom, agave nectar is not a healthy sugar substitute. It’s made up of
more fructose than any other added sweetener (70 to 98 percent). To put this in perspective,
highly processed high-fructose corn syrup, HFCS, has significantly less fructose (55 percent)
than agave nectar. While fructose is a natural sugar, in agave nectar it’s in an unnaturally
concentrated form that is very difficult for your body to metabolize efficiently. Fructose, like
alcohol, is entirely broken down in the liver and directly converted to the type of fat that is stored
in the belly.Whole FruitHow whole fruit can slow you down:Elevated blood sugar levels,
overeating, fat storageLet’s be clear—fruits are a wonderful source of hydration and are rich in
valuable minerals, vitamins, and enzymes, plus they are nutritious sources of fuel for the body
and brain. We love fruits! However, fruit does contain naturally occurring sugars (glucose and
fructose), and while natural sugars are our favorite kind, it can be very easy to consume more
than you need to fuel your body. With the exception of low-glycemic citrus fruits (lemons, limes,
and grapefruit) that help to flush out unusable waste by stimulating natural enzymes, we ask that
you cut down on your whole-fruit intake in the first 7 days of the reset program to help dial down
your sweet tooth and reset your sensitivity to natural sweetness. By limiting your fruit intake to
the fresh juices you’re making daily, you will consume an appropriate amount of natural sugars to
fuel your activity levels without disrupting your blood sugar levels and slowing down your
metabolism. CROWD OUT THESE WHOLE FRUITS:All, except lemons, limes, grapefruit,
tomatoes, and avocado CROWD OUT THESE WHOLE FRUITS:All, except lemons, limes,
grapefruit, tomatoes, and avocadoDried FruitHow dried fruit can slow you down:Elevated blood
sugar levels, overeating, fat storage, dehydrationDried fruits are whole fruits with all their water
removed. They contain extremely concentrated amounts of fruit sugar (fructose and glucose); if
these aren’t quickly burned as energy, they’re stored as excess sugars in your fat cells. It’s easy
to overeat dried fruits because they’ve been drastically reduced in volume. It’s a cinch to pop a
handful of dried apricots into your mouth, whereas you’d typically not consume five whole
apricots in one sitting. Dried fruits are also difficult for the body to digest because their texture is
so tough and dry. They contain no water content to hydrate the small intestine and move things
along. The body must rehydrate them in order to digest them, which is extremely dehydrating.
Ever notice how dried fruit makes you thirsty?Red MeatHow red meat can slow you
down:Exposure to pollutants, difficult digestionMuch of the conventionally produced red meat
available in grocery stores—any meat that’s not certified organic or grass-fed—can contain
hormones, chemicals, and antibiotics that can prevent us from developing a healthy immune
system. Additionally, red meat often contains pro-inflammatory fatty acids, which can aggravate
the body in a number of ways. Red meat also produces an acidic by-product called uric acid that
can be hard on your kidneys to process. When your kidneys are feeling stressed, they cannot
effectively do what they do best—release and flush out waste. While red meat can be an
excellent source of protein and iron, we recommend that you crowd it out of your diet for the first
7 days of the program in an effort to give your body the opportunity it needs to rest and reset to a



cleaner state. CROWD OUT THESE RED MEATS:Bacon (beef, pork, and turkey), beef, bison,
duck, game meats, lamb, pork, rabbit, sausage CROWD OUT THESE RED MEATS:Bacon
(beef, pork, and turkey), beef, bison, duck, game meats, lamb, pork, rabbit, sausageLunch
MeatHow lunch meat can slow you down:Water retention, bloating, consumption of nitratesWe
believe fresh is best, so packaged lunch meats are not our ideal choice for you. Many contain
high-fructose corn syrup that’s often stored as fat, and massive amounts of sodium that can
cause water retention and bloating and put you well over your recommended daily salt intake.
Another common additive in lunch meats is nitrate, which is used to manage the growth of
bacteria and extend shelf life by slowing down the breakdown of fat in the meat. As you might
guess, ingesting nitrates can also slow you down. While many grocers and natural food stores
now carry nitrate-free lunch meat, skip the turkey sandwiches for the first 7 days of the reset
program as you focus instead on eating foods that help to speed up your metabolism, rather
than stall it.DairyHow dairy can slow you down:Allergies, poor digestion, congestionDue to its
high content of animal-based fat and lactose (naturally occurring milk sugar), dairy can bring the
body to a near standstill. Skim and fat-free aren’t any better. In fact, these low-calorie versions
can slow your digestion down even more than full fat. The high percentage of people who suffer
from lactose intolerance is a strong indicator that the human body generally lacks the
appropriate digestive enzymes for cow’s milk. Additionally, many conventionally raised dairy
cows are pumped with growth hormones and antibiotics that may be disruptive to our natural
hormone levels and overall health. Conventionally raised cows are also often fed low-grade food
containing GMOs. Genetically modified organisms are plants or animals that have been
genetically engineered with DNA from different species (including bacteria and viruses) to
create a mix of genes that do not traditionally occur or resemble anything in nature.In addition to
all this, much of the milk you find on the shelves has been pasteurized—heated to a high
temperature and swiftly cooled before packaging. While pasteurization of milk can destroy
harmful bacteria and pathogenic microbes in addition to extending shelf life, the process can
also compromise valuable enzymes, vitamins, and protein. CROWD OUT THESE DAIRY
FOODS:Calcium supplements (with whey or lactose), casein, cheese, cream, cream cheese,
ice cream, kefir, lactose-containing foods or products, milk, puddings, sour cream, whey-
containing products, yogurt CROWD OUT THESE DAIRY FOODS:Calcium supplements (with
whey or lactose), casein, cheese, cream, cream cheese, ice cream, kefir, lactose-containing
foods or products, milk, puddings, sour cream, whey-containing products, yogurtBad FatsHow
bad fats can slow you down:Difficult digestion, high cholesterolMost vegetable oils are highly
processed, heated to temperatures as high as 500°F, and made from genetically engineered
crops created to withstand pesticides, produce more oil, and grow bigger. The result of all this
heavy-duty processing is that the plants are mutated into a denatured state and into a fat the
body does not easily recognize or digest. Think about it: When an oil (say, cottonseed oil—which
is oil made from cotton) goes through a heavy manufacturing process, a food product is created
that doesn’t resemble the natural state of the plant. Hydrogenated oils are the most denatured of



them all. They are created by adding hydrogen atoms to a double bond in the oil, increasing the
saturated fat level by converting the type of bond to a “trans” bond. What does all this mad
science mean? Hydrogenated oil, otherwise known as trans-fats, are completely foreign to the
body and are considered by many doctors to be the worst type of fat you can ingest. Trans-fats
have been linked to high cholesterol and hardening of the artery walls, among other ailments.
CROWD OUT THESE BAD FATS:Canola oil, corn oil, cottonseed oil, grapeseed oil,
hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated oils (all), margarine, peanut oil, rice bran oil, safflower
oil, soybean oil, sunflower oil CROWD OUT THESE BAD FATS:Canola oil, corn oil, cottonseed
oil, grapeseed oil, hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated oils (all), margarine, peanut oil, rice
bran oil, safflower oil, soybean oil, sunflower oilSoy ProductsHow soy can slow you
down:Disrupts estrogen levels in men and women; hard to break down, metabolize, and digest;
can create belly fatOver 90 percent of soy in the United States is genetically modified, according
to the USDA, which means the seeds for most soy crops are made in a lab. Soy also contains
phytoestrogens, which is bad news for your hormones; consuming large quantities of soy has
been linked to estrogen disruption, slow metabolism, and weight gain. Most soy products are
highly processed—boiled, strained, hydrolyzed, and isolated into powder, which creates a food
product your body doesn’t recognize and often doesn’t know what to do with. For example, most
energy bars, protein powders, and smoothie drinks contain soy protein isolate. This is one of the
most refined soy products you can consume. It’s created by heating soybeans to a very high
temperature, stripping them of everything except their protein, and milling it into an isolated
powder. Long story short, you won’t find soy protein isolate hanging on a tree, and your body
definitely won’t recognize it or know how to digest it properly. CROWD OUT THESE SOY
FOODS AND PRODUCTS:Edamame, soybean oil, soy cheese, soy meats, soy milk, soy protein
powders, soy yogurt, tempeh, tofu CROWD OUT THESE SOY FOODS AND
PRODUCTS:Edamame, soybean oil, soy cheese, soy meats, soy milk, soy protein powders, soy
yogurt, tempeh, tofuProcessed FoodsHow processed foods can slow you down:Poor digestion,
weight gainIf it has more than five ingredients that you cannot pronounce and comes in a box,
bag, or can, it’s probably processed. Processed foods—including packaged cookies and cake,
cereal, instant oatmeal, crackers, chips, bread, bagels, dips, salad dressings, frozen foods, and
fast foods—are typically full of preservatives, sugars, sodium, and other additives. Many of them
taste good, but most of us intuitively know processed foods are not exactly “foods.” Real foods
found in nature do not need any processing, nor do they contain 25 ingredients. An ear of corn
grows on a farm, but high-fructose corn syrup does not. A tomato may be found in nature, but
ketchup is not. A stalk of wheat grows from a seed, but cereal does not. You get the picture. The
more processed a food is, the less natural it becomes, and the human body is not designed to
digest these complicated, often chemical-heavy foods that are relatively new to the food chain.
Our bodies haven’t developed the digestive system, enzymes, and processes to break them
down efficiently. When the body cannot properly digest, assimilate, and eliminate foods, it will
store them as waste—in other words, weight!CaffeineHow caffeine can slow you



down:Dehydration, fatigue, mood swings, hormone disruptionCaffeine is a stimulant, and like
most stimulants it sets you up for an inevitable crash. Caffeine swings can dramatically affect
your mood and level of energy—all of which can lead to overeating. Caffeine can stress your
adrenal gland, which regulates the hormone aldosterone, which in turn controls efficient sugar
storage and fat metabolism. Your morning cup of coffee or black tea also increases the release
of the stress hormone cortisol. Does coffee ever make you anxious? This is why! Before starting
the first 7 days of the reset program, we suggest you taper off caffeine (more on how to kick your
caffeine habit in chapter 6), and then in an effort to rebalance your body, we ask that you take a
complete break from caffeine on day 1 of the reset program. Take note—this is a break, not a
breakup. You will eventually be invited to bring caffeine back into your life, if you so choose, and
savor it in moderation. CROWD OUT THESE SOURCES OF CAFFEINE:Black tea, chocolate,
coffee, decaf coffee, pain relievers with caffeine (Excedrin migraine), soda CROWD OUT
THESE SOURCES OF CAFFEINE:Black tea, chocolate, coffee, decaf coffee, pain relievers with
caffeine (Excedrin migraine), sodaAlcoholHow alcohol can slow you down:Sluggish metabolism,
hard on the liverAlcohol stresses the important metabolizing and detoxifying function of the liver,
so it is crowded out for the first 21 days of this program to allow your body to fully eliminate
waste and weight without interference. If your liver is working to metabolize alcohol, it cannot
focus its energy elsewhere. That’s why we suggest you crowd out alcohol for the first few weeks
of the program to show your liver some love and let it work as hard as it can for you.Additionally,
many alcohols are grain-based, which you’re sending on vacation as well, along with processed
and added sugars that are prevalent in many mixed drinks and cocktails. Without you even
realizing it, you can consume hundreds of empty sugary calories at one cocktail party. This
doesn’t mean the fun is over. By week 4, the renew week, you’re invited to indulge (responsibly)
again.That’s it. End of out-crowd list. Think you can live without these foods for 7 days? We bet
you can do almost anything for 7 days, so you’ve easily got this. Plus, consider that when you’re
beginning each of your meals by drinking delicious, fresh, and satisfying juice, you will naturally
start to crowd out many of these foods without thinking much about it or feeling deprived, as you
crowd in the healthier foods.EAT MORE OF THESEIN-CROWD FOODSTime for you to meet
the “in” crowd. For the first 7 days of the reset program, fill your plate with the following healthful,
nutritious, and delicious whole foods and ingredients.Leafy GreensHow greens can make you
shine: As far as we’re concerned, leafy greens are 100 percent goodness. They contain
beneficial fiber, enzymes, protein, minerals, and antioxidants. They’re also extremely rich in
vitamins and chlorophyll, which helps oxygenate the blood. Add to that, dark leafy greens are
low in sugar and calories, so you can eat as much as you want and feel good about flooding your
body with the best source of plant-based nutrition available. What else can we say—greens
rock! CROWD IN THESE LEAFY GREENS:Arugula, baby greens, beet greens, collard greens,
endive, kale, lettuces (all except iceberg), mustard greens, spinach, swiss chard CROWD IN
THESE LEAFY GREENS:Arugula, baby greens, beet greens, collard greens, endive, kale,
lettuces (all except iceberg), mustard greens, spinach, swiss chardLow-Starch VegetablesHow



low-starch veggies can make you shine: These veggies are low in natural sugars and calories
while high in vitamins, minerals, phytochemicals, and antioxidants. They keep you feeling full
and satiated. When you load your plate with veggies, you likely won’t miss heavier foods like
dairy, grains, and red meat. Eat up! CROWD IN THESE LOW-STARCH VEGGIES:Artichokes,
asparagus, bell peppers, broccoli, brussels sprouts, cabbage (green and red), cauliflower,
celery, cucumber, eggplant, fennel, green beans, jicama, leeks, mushrooms, onions, zucchini
squash (green and yellow) CROWD IN THESE LOW-STARCH VEGGIES:Artichokes,
asparagus, bell peppers, broccoli, brussels sprouts, cabbage (green and red), cauliflower,
celery, cucumber, eggplant, fennel, green beans, jicama, leeks, mushrooms, onions, zucchini
squash (green and yellow)Lean ProteinsHow lean proteins can make you shine: Did you know
your body burns more fat digesting protein than it does digesting either of the other primary
macronutrients—carbohydrate and fat? Also, proteins have a complete amino acid profile to
build muscle, repair tissues, and produce healthy hormones.For the first 7 days of the reset
program, stock up on our favorite lean protein—omega-3-rich fresh fish. When you can, choose
wild fish over farm-raised. This is often your safest and healthiest bet because fish that are farm-
raised are more likely to be contaminated with antibiotics, toxic pollutants, and chemicals that
have made their way into their feed. With a little extra effort, however, you can find sustainably
farmed fish that are free of antibiotics, coloring, and harmful pollutants. Sustainable and
conscious fisheries continue to pop up in varied locations throughout the country. Do an online
search for brands and vendors in your area that farm sustainably.Did You Know Omega-3Fatty
Acids Do Your BodyBetter than Good?Omega-3 fatty acids can help to lower triglycerides (blood
fat) and boost your mood. If you’re pregnant, omega-3 fatty acids can also contribute to your
baby’s healthy brain development.Did You Know Omega-3Fatty Acids Do Your BodyBetter than
Good?Omega-3 fatty acids can help to lower triglycerides (blood fat) and boost your mood. If
you’re pregnant, omega-3 fatty acids can also contribute to your baby’s healthy brain
development.In our opinion, the best place to buy fish is from your local fish markets or natural
grocers because these tend to be dedicated to sourcing local fish and often receive fresh
shipments daily. Purchasing frozen fish is your next best option because it’s often flash-frozen:
Soon after it’s caught, it’s quickly brought down to -40°F to preserve its freshness. Believe it or
not, frozen fish is often fresher than the fresh fish sold at the grocery store. Check the packaging;
if it says “flash-frozen,” you’ve caught a winner.
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Dorothy Ruth, “Great way to utilize healthy juice and diet changes for a better you. I am currently
enjoying the recipes featured in this book. I will say, had I not already had a gluten-intolerance
problem I might find it rough in the beginning as during the first week you are encouraged to
consume very limited amounts of simple carbohydrate foods (in otherwords no bread, cereals,
pasta etc). But the suggested recipes so far are simple and delicious.”

Mary V Seneker, “1 Week, 2 steps, 3 juices-------that's correct!. This book contains recipes for
everything from salmon to Juice. And some good recipes, too! I bought a juicer because of this
book; and that's a good thing. There's even a recipe for salmon, and it sounds yummy. In
general, all of us need more veggie juice, and you may as well start with this book with some
mighty good recipes. It was written by the co-founders of Suja Juice, so kind of "The Dream
Team," of juice creators.  Looking forward to getting started on this program!”

Heather Cornell, “Wonderful. I LOVE suja juices and healthy eating. So having recipes to make
their versions of juiced juices and their spin on healthy food meals is great! It all sounds so good.
Super excited to start and try. Very informative too. Makes you want to not pick up a
cheeseburger again!! Great condition. Super descriptive steps. Helpful!”

Southlander, “Great info here in the book. The authors of this book also offer the juice which I've
been using in conjunction with some regular juice fasting and have lost 25 lbs over the past 6
weeks. Great info here in the book!”

C R Chandler, “Four Stars. VG”

The book by Haley Walsh has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 47 people have provided feedback.
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